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ABSTRACT
Color Doppler Ultrasound (CDUS) is a method of non-invasive fluid velocity measurement that is used
for regular cardiac screenings as well as during complex surgeries such as valve replacements. A Color
Doppler image is a contour map of the velocity field and can thereby indicate the presence of abnormal
flows or be used to quantitatively measure velocities. CDUS is inexpensive and completely non-invasive.
It is for these same reasons that CDUS has the potential to be a powerful tool not only in the medical
field, but in the industrial and engineering research fields as well. While there are many devices that use
ultrasonic transducers to determine either pipe-wall corrosion or mean flow rate, to date making accurate
velocity measurements has required either a clear visualization section or an invasive form of
measurement.
An experimental method to quantify the accuracy of Color Doppler Ultrasound velocity measurements in
both the laminar and turbulent flow regime through a non-biological media is presented. A clear acrylic
tube with a conical nozzle, throat, and a sudden expansion is used to generate a well characterized flow
field that includes features typical of physiologic flows and flows within medical devices such as high
speed jets and recirculation. The velocity field is measured at three locations using both Color Doppler
Ultrasound and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and the measurements are used to generate velocity
profiles, which are compared quantitatively.
It was found that although it is possible to resolve phenomena such as recirculation and high speed jets,
the media through which the imaging occurs has a significant impact on the accuracy of the Ultrasound
generated velocity measurements. Due to the large amount of attenuation of sound through acrylic media,
the Color Doppler readings show significant error in velocity measurements. For laminar parabolic flows
this shifts both the mean and peak velocities down, with a percent difference in both as high as 42% and
55% respectively. However, at the sudden expansion where high speed jets and recirculation zones occur,
ii

the velocity profile becomes wider and flatter, and though the peak velocity measurements have a percent
difference of approximately 50%, the percent difference in the mean velocity varied from less than 1% to
a maximum of 10%
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1 INTRODUCTION
A brief review of the flow measurement techniques utilized in these experiments is presented in the
following sections.

1.1

Ultrasound Basics

1.1.1 Signal Production
The speed of sound in a given medium can be written as the frequency of the waves multiplied by the
wavelength. Since most structures in the heart are approximately 1 mm thick and the speed of sound in
the heart is 1540 meters per second, the frequency of the sound wave often used to penetrate cardiac
tissue is 1.54 MHz [1, 2]. Due to the fact that the human ear only responds to sounds between 20 Hz and
20 kHz, the sound waves used in echocardiography are dubbed “ultrasound.”
Color-Doppler Ultrasound tests make use of changes in the time of flight of successive sound waves to
measure the velocity of a scattering particle, or “scatterer”, moving through a fluid. The velocity, V, is
calculated via the following equation:
𝑉=

𝛥𝑥
𝑐(𝑡2 − 𝑡1 )
=
𝛥𝑡𝑝
2(𝛥𝑡𝑝 )

(𝑬𝒒𝒏 𝟏)

Where the difference in time between two consecutive ultrasound pulses is Δtp, Δx is the change in
location of a scattering particle along the path of the ultrasound beam, c is the speed of sound in the
propagation medium, and t1 and t2 are the total times of flight of the ultrasound beam to and from the
transducer. An example of a basic Ultrasound system can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Two consecutive ultrasound pulses, separated by Δtp [2]

1

The sound wave is generated by an Ultrasonic transducer (Figure 1.2). The transducer contains a
piezoelectric element which deforms when subjected to an electric potential. In the case of transducers
used in Echocardiology, the element is housed at the patient-end of the transducer mounted onto an
absorbent backing. When an electric potential is applied to the element it vibrates, generating sound
waves, usually in the range of 1.5 – 20 MHz. These elements are also used to detect the echoes of
returning sound waves, which are used to generate images.

Figure 1.2 Ultrasonic Transducer Example

Modern day Ultrasonic probes used “phased array” technology to send and receive the ultrasound beam.
Phased Array probes make use of very thin piezoelectric strips, instead of one large piezoelectric element,
each of which is connected to a pulse generator. The strips can then be independently controlled to
transmit and receive pulses at different angles, the effect of which is described in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Example of Ultrasound beam control with phased array technology. [2]

2

1.1.2 Signal Processing and Image Generation
Color Doppler images are comprised of two kinds of image, the 2D tomographic “slice” of the geometry
in question (B-Mode image), and the Color map, or visual display of flow. While both images are
superimposed onto each other on the Ultrasound machine display, they are generated separately and
combined computationally (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4 In color-flow imagine devices, returning echoes are processed through two channels that are analyzed and
combined later to form image. [7]

The tomographic images are generated by converting sound waves that are reflected off of physical
structures in the path of the ultrasound beam into electrical impulses (Figure 1.5). The ultrasound machine
assumes a constant velocity through the medium that is being visualized, and uses the time difference
between the sound wave being transmitted and the reflected wave hitting the element to generate an
electrical signal. The further away a reflecting surface is, the longer it takes the sound wave to make a
round trip, therefore resulting in a lower amplitude electrical impulse.

Figure 1.5 Echoes returning from solid interfaces are converted into electrical impulses [2]
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In order to generate a 2D image, a linear sweep is added to the ultrasound pulses, resulting in a graphical
display as shown in Figure 1.6. Conventional machines, however, now include scan converters which are
able to interpolate spaces in between scan lines in order to create a whole, aesthetically pleasing image
(Figure 1.7)

Figure 1.6 Ultrasound Scan Lines across a heart, and the resulting image [2]

Figure 1.7 Ultrasound image prior to scan converters (left) and a conventional B-Mode image (right) [2]
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It is important to note that the information displayed is obtained in a way that is orthogonal to the way
that human eyes and conventional image capturing methods are, as is depicted by the picture of an
ultrasound probe at the top of Figure 1.6. The easiest way to think about this is using the following
analogy: if cameras worked the way that Ultrasound probes did and someone wanted to take what is now
considered to be an aerial view picture of a lake, they would place the camera at the shore and point it
across the lake to take the picture.
As opposed to a time delay in the signal received for B-Mode images (this technique is called the range
gate technique), color flow images are obtained by processing the shift in signal phase and utilizes what is
known as the multigate technique. Figure 1.8 shows the difference between range gate and multigate
imaging.

Figure 1.8 Range Gate (B-Mode images) vs Multigate (Color Flow) [7]

In a multigate system, ultrasound bursts are sent out, and then received at many different increments, or
“gates”. The shift in frequency from each of these gates is taken and then converted into a color, with red
being fluid velocity towards the probe, blue being fluid velocity away from the probe, and physical media
or “target information” not being assigned a color. (Figure 1.9) This way, the gates that are located over
the actual geometry are clear, and the underlying B-Mode image is visible.
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Figure 1.9 Color Flow image systems turn phase shift information at each gate into a color, and generate a color flow
image [7]

At each gate, the color is presented by the mean velocity at that location. While for laminar flows it can
be assumed that the velocity a particular gate “sees” will not change as a function of time, for turbulent
flow regimes there may be many different velocities passing through a gate at any given time interval.
The way that ultrasound machines accommodate for the variability in possible flow is by using pulse
packets, to take multiple velocity measurements at each gate. This effectively increases the sample size at
which the mean velocity is calculated, making the mean velocity measurement more accurate, while at the
same time introducing potential error. Pulse packets are made up of pulse trains, or bursts of several
pulses, which are separated by a time increment known as the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF). A
breakdown of pulse packets can be seen in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10 Pulse Packet Nomenclature and Breakdown [7]
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Due to the obvious time constraint imposed by the desire to have color flow images obtained in as close
to real-time as possible, but also wanting accurate output, conventional Doppler machines use anywhere
from 3 to 16 pulse trains per packet. While the larger number of pulse trains results in a more accurate
measurement, it does require more computational power and time, which may affect overall image
quality. It is these uncertainties in velocity measurement that have resulted in CDUS being accepted as a
more qualitative tool than a quantitative one, and that this thesis will address.
1.1.3 Attenuation: Signal Intensity Loss
Attenuation, measured in decibels, is the term used to account for the loss of signal intensity due to the
combined effect of scattering and absorption, where scattering is the reflection of sound in directions
other than the original direction of transmission, and absorption is the conversion of sound energy to other
forms of energy; in most cases, heat. When imaging through homogeneous media, the total attenuation
(AT) can be characterized as the combination of attenuation due to absorption within the media (Aa) and
attenuation due to reflection at a material boundary (Ar), as shown in Equation 2 [27].
𝐴 𝑇 = 𝐴𝑎 + 𝐴𝑟

(Eqn 2)

The attenuation due to absorption in the medium can be found using the following formula:
𝐴𝑎 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑙 ∗ 𝑓 (Eqn 3)
where α is the attenuation coefficient for that particular medium, 𝑙 is the sound penetration depth, and 𝑓 is
the frequency of the transmitted sound wave. The attenuation due to reflection is produced by an acoustic
mismatch, or a boundary between two materials of different acoustic properties. The reflective attenuation
can be found using the following formula:
𝐴𝑟 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 − 𝑇) = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (1 −

2𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃+𝑛√1−

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝑛2

) (Eqn 4) [29]

where T is the transmission coefficient (how much of the incident sound wave is transmitted into the
material), m is the ratio of the material densities (ρ2/ρ1), n is the ratio of the speeds of sound, or acoustical
impedance (c1/c2), and θ is the incident angle of the sound wave.
When imaging through two media it is also important to account for refraction of the sound wave, which
is a shift in the velocity wavelength due to the constant sound frequency but changing speed of sound.
This results in a change in the angle of sound propagation relative to the boundary within the second
medium, which is described by Snell’s Law (Equation 5, Figure 1.11), where θ1 is the angle of the
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incident sound beam, θ2 is the deviation of the sound beam from the normal within the second medium,
and c1 and c2 are the speeds of sound within the first and second medium (acrylic and water), respectively.

Figure 1.11 Visual Example of Snell’s Law

sin 𝜃1
𝑐1

=

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
𝑐2

(Eqn 5 , Snell’s Law)

Table 1.1 gives the acoustic properties of the two materials that will be utilized in these experiments
(water and acrylic) as well as the properties of some other biological tissues that are often encountered
clinically. The effects of attenuation on the results of these experiments shall be discussed in Chapter 6.

Acoustic Properties of Relevant Materials
3
Material Speed of Sound (m/s) Density (kg/m ) Attenuation Coefficient (dB/cm at 1MHz)
Water
1540
1000
0.002
Blood
1540
1060
0.18
Muscle
1540
1070
1.3-3.3
Bone
2800
1900
5
Clear Acrylic
2750
1200
1.28

Table 1.1 Acoustic Properties of Relevant Materials

1.2 Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle Image Velocimetry [3, 31] is a method of visualizing fluid flow by “seeding” a fluid with
neutrally buoyant, reflective particles. This technique utilizes a laser sheet to illuminate the particles
within the flow, and then film the illuminated flow with a high speed camera. The camera captures pairs
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of images that are separated by a time difference, or Δt. This Δt is calculated using the velocity that the
experimenter expects to occur in the fluid. Post-processing software then utilizes these image pairs, and
based on the Δt and the displacement of particles between each image in the pair, generates two
dimensional velocity vectors (Figure 1.12 & 1.13).

Figure 1.12 Experimental Arrangement for Particle Image Velocimetry in a wind tunnel. [3]

Figure 1.13 Example PIV Results
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2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH
There have been several methods previously described for assessing the accuracy of Doppler Ultrasound
in commercial systems. Every system designed to date has made use of an Ultrasound Phantom; a test
object that is designed to simulate a specific set of fluid flow parameters and usually mimics the acoustic
and physical properties of tissue. In order to calibrate Pulse-Wave Spectral Doppler, Walker et al. [11]
and Phillips et al. [8] describe string phantom devices which make use of a string that moves linearly
through and displaces the surrounding fluid, an example of which can be seen in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1 String Phantom Test Setup, where the string moves at a preset constant velocity. [10]

String phantoms work very well when being used to obtain spectral Doppler results. Walker et al. [10]
describes a mean velocity error of 4.9% for Pulsed Doppler for three different systems across a wide
range of string speeds. However, string phantoms are unsuitable for 2-D color imaging due to the fact that
moving strings form narrow, stationary color images, which are difficult to interpret, and cannot produce
diverse flow types. (Stewart 2001 [12]).
Rickey et al. (1995) [9] describes a phantom which uses a moving belt to translate a large volume of
semi-rigid foam through the entire Doppler sample volume, which helps eliminate some of the error
associated with string phantoms. This semi rigid foam is cast around a tube filled with blood-mimicking
solution, creating a wall-less tube phantom of sorts. An example of this particular phantom can be seen in
Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 A wall-less vessel phantom with blood-mimicking fluid encapsulated in tissue mimicking fluid [9]

While this semi-rigid phantom does solve the problem that string phantoms have in generating very
narrow 2D images, as the width of the fluid within the phantom is at the mercy of the tester, this particular
phantom does not allow for the generation of anything other than linear velocity profiles.
More recently, research has led to the use of Torus phantoms (Stewart 1999) [13]. Originally, the
phantom was made from a bicycle inner tube (0.064 cm in thickness and 3.0 cm in diameter), and filled
with a blood-mimicking fluid, which had an acoustic velocity of 1548 m/s. The ends of the tube were
clamped and then fixed to the outer edge of a 52 cm revolving disk, and the entire system was submerged
in degassed water, with the axis aligned vertically (Figure 2.3). A gearmotor controlled by a digital
velocity feedback system would spin the disk, and it was shown by numerical simulation and flow
visualization studies that the fluid within the torus spun as a solid body with the same angular velocity as
the torus after 3 to 5 seconds of acceleration during which secondary flows dominate. While this method
of measurement is able to reliably asses the accuracy of CDUS for a wide range of fluid velocities, it is
lacking in that it cannot reproduce turbulence or flow features that are commonly seen physiologically,
such as recirculation and jets. This is due to the fact that the torus phantom maintains a low velocity
gradient across the flow regime and can only replicate linear flow patterns. At its very simplest, flow in
the human body can be characterized as parabolic. (Sidhu 2002, and Udesen et al. 2007[16, 23])
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Figure 2.3 Torus Phantom test setup for assessing Doppler Accuracy [13]

The final method of assessing an Ultrasound systems’ accuracy is using a tube phantom. A tube phantom,
as the name implies, is a tube made out of some (ideally) non-attenuating material through which a bloodmimicking fluid is pumped. The advantage of a system like this is that it can very reliably assess the
accuracy of an US system under conditions very similar to those found in the venous system; laminar and
pulsatile flow, and across a wide range of flow velocities for which the flow profile is fully developed and
parabolic (Hein and O’Brian, 1992 [14]). A tube phantom system can be tested used under a large variety
of operating conditions (i.e. vessel sizes, transducer orientations, and attenuating media). It can also be
easily configured for many types of vessel/transducer geometries, so long as the geometry can be
manufactured. A schematic of the tube phantom test setup that was used by Hein and O’Brien can be seen
in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Blood flow tube phantom system. Continuous flow is generated by the constant pressure head between the
upper and lower reservoirs while pulsatile flow can be generated by a pulsatile pump between the upper reservoir and the
measurement fixture. [14]
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Tube phantoms are very versatile in the flow regimes that they can produce, as the flow seen depends on
geometry and inlet conditions, all of which are controllable. However, tube phantoms fall short in several
areas, one of which being that it is very difficult to place an ultrasound transducer parallel to the flow and
be able to obtain data. Historically, tube phantoms have also not been able to accurately validate US
devices in situations where the flow contains complex features such as separation and recirculation, or in
the turbulent regime. Also, to date, most experimental set ups have attempted to mimic biological systems
as accurately as possible. This is accomplished by using a thin walled tube phantom submerged in still
water, with the transducer also submerged in water slightly off of the phantom. In this manner, the
majority of the imaging media (water) is kept very acoustically similar to that of soft tissue, and the
artifacts that arise due to attenuation through solid materials are kept at a minimum.
A more recent study by Westerdale et. al (2011) [28] was performed, in which ultrasound generated BMode images were processed through a PIV software, and used to generate velocity contour maps in a
fashion similar to traditional PIV. The method described by Westerdale et. al utilized a commercially
available ultrasound system to capture B-Mode images of a flow pattern caused by a laminar jet entering
a large chamber of water.

Figure 2.5 Optical vs. Ultrasound PIV Experimental Configuration [28]

The velocity contour plots generated from these B-Mode images were then compared to contour plots
generated via optical PIV measurements of the same flow pattern. The study showed that the optical and
ultrasound velocity fields had correlations of 0.86 in the direction of the ultrasound transducer imaging
axis, and correlations of 0.74 in the direction that is perpendicular to but in the same plane as the
ultrasound transducer imaging axis. While this study does show a good correlation between B-Mode and
optical PIV generated velocity measurements, the majority of the media through which it images is water.
This is very similar to the clinical settings in which ultrasound velocity measurements are already utilized,
but is not an accurate representation of an industrial or mechanical research scenario with non-biological
media.
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3 RESEARCH QUESTION
Color Doppler Ultrasound (CDUS) may offer the ability to non-invasively generate internal fluid flow
velocity profiles in industrial and engineering research settings. As this is a novel idea, the results shown
in this project seek to function as a proof of concept that CDUS can image through entirely solid tube
walls.

The major goal of this thesis is to examine the question: How accurately can Color Doppler
Ultrasound be used to generate internal fluid flow velocity measurements when imaging through
rigid, non-biological materials?

To answer this question, this work seeks to experimentally characterize the aforementioned accuracy of
these velocity measurements in both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. This will be accomplished
by comparing CDUS generated velocity profiles obtained at three distinct locations within an acrylic tube
phantom to Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements of velocity obtained at those same locations.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This thesis seeks to determine the accuracy of Color Doppler Ultrasound generated velocity
measurements of internal fluid flows within rigid, non-biological tubes. In an effort to provide a
straightforward description of the experimental methodology used in this thesis, this section provides a
detailed accounting of the:

1. Experimental facility and test setup;
2. Data collection locations and flow parameters;
3. Instrument calibration and verification;
4. PIV data collection;
5. CDUS data collection; and
6. Data processing

4.1 Experimental Facility and Test Setup
4.1.1 Test Section Geometry
The internal geometry of the acrylic tube phantom used in these experiments can be seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Benchmark nozzle model: schematic of the test section with dimensions [4]

This particular nozzle was designed by a working committee with the goal of establishing reliable
standardized methods of using CFD (Computational Fluid Mechanics) in the regulatory review of medical
devices (Stewart et al. 2012 [5,6]) as part of the first phase of an initiative led by the FDA (Food and
Drug Administration). During this initiative, the effects of this particular geometry were studied both
computationally and experimentally. Twenty eight groups from around the world submitted simulation
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results for the flow parameters prescribed by the initiative, while three organizations submitted
experimental data acquired by performing PIV on geometrically-similar physical models. The original
nozzle used for visualization experiments in one of three labs involved in the study is available for use for
this project, and can be seen in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Picture of the nozzle with acrylic extenders [4]

The nozzle was fabricated from cast Acrylic using a three axis CNC (Computer Numeric Controlled)
milling machine. All of the nozzle dimensions were measured to be within 1% of the specifications and
the root-mean-square (RMS) of the surface roughness was measured to be 5 x 10-4 mm. Acrylic extenders
were chemically welded to the nozzle to ensure straightness and allow the flow to fully develop
(Hariharan et al. 2011 [4]), and steel pipe fittings with the same ID as the inlet and outlet of the nozzle
were epoxied into the extenders.
4.1.2 Test Geometry Validation
In order to validate that the tube phantom would provide reliable and repeatable results, and to have a
general guideline for the experiments that will be performed for this thesis, the PIV data from the FDA
initiative was compiled and analyzed, examples of which can be seen in the Figures.

Figure 4.3 Schematic of the test section showing where velocity was measured for the sudden expansion orientation [4]

Figure 4.3 shows the axial coordinate system used during the PIV experiments performed by all three labs
for the FDA initiative.
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Figure 4.4 Axial Velocity profile at the entrance (z = -0.064m in Fig. 5.3) for Rethroat = 500, 3500, and 6500. The
corresponding profiles for the Poiseuille flow are also included. [4]

Figure 4.4 shows the axial velocity profiles at the inlet of the sudden expansion obtained by all three labs.
According to Hariharan et al.[4] the inter-laboratory mean of the peak velocity was within 5 % of the
peak velocity calculated for the Poiseuille flow for all cases where Re throat < 6500, as the inlet Reynolds
numbers for these cases in the laminar flow regime.
For the case where Rethroat = 6500, there was a larger discrepancy in the mean velocity values among the
three labs, with the peak velocity results from one lab falling within 4%, and the results from the other
two labs falling within 15% of the Poiseuille peak velocity. This is due to the fact that at a Re throat = 6500,
the Reinlet = 2167, which is in the transitional flow regime. In this regime, the flow at the inlet is not
always able to fully develop. However, a Symmetry Index (SI) was calculated using the experimental
velocity profiles about either side of the axial centerline. The SI was calculated as:
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Equation 6 Symmetry Index of Velocity Profile about the centerline. In this case the centerline can be taken as a vertical
line at R = 0 m in Figure 5.4

As the SI varied between 0.97 and 1 for Rethroat = 500, 2000, and 3500 and between 0.93 and 1 for Rethroat
= 5000 and 6500, it was expected that there would little to no variation in the downstream flow due to
inlet flow asymmetries.

Figure 4.5 Sudden Expansion Orientation: Velocity profiles at different cross-sections for Reynolds Numbers 500 and
6500, normalized to mean inlet velocity. [4]
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Figure 4.5 shows the velocity profiles obtained by all three labs at different downstream cross sections of
the sudden expansion for both laminar (Rethroat = 500) and turbulent (Rethroat = 6500) throat conditions.
According to Hariharan et al. the velocities measured by all three laboratories were similar, and agreed
within 10%. Due to these and the previously mentioned results, it has been deemed that the geometry
selected is a good candidate for use as a tube phantom in this project.
4.1.3 Flow Loop and Experimental Setup
Figure 4.6 shows the schematic of the flow loop utilized in these experiments.

Figure 4.6 Flow loop schematic

During these experiments a peristaltic pump was used to prime the system and purge it of air bubbles, to
prevent them from flowing through the test section and disrupting the data collection process. A
centrifugal pump was used to draw fluid from the reservoir and push it through the system. An entrance
length of 100D (where D is the inlet pipe diameter), a stagnation chamber, and a flow straightener
consisting of a bundle of 13 0.25 cm diameter tubes placed co-axially to the flow were used to ensure that
the flow in the inlet was fully developed [4]. The fluid temperature and, consequently, the viscosity, were
held constant via an inline heat exchanger. And ultrasonic flow probe was used to monitor the volumetric
flow rate. In order to eliminate gravity as a source of out-of-plane velocity components, the test section
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was mounted vertically on adjustable sliding rails for positional control, and leveled using a laser level.
This can be seen in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Vertically mounted test section

In order to illuminate the particles utilized by the PIV software, the system utilized a double-pulsed Qswitched multimode neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser (λ = 532 nm) with a
beam diameter of approximately 2.5 mm and a repetition rate of 8-15 Hz [4]. The laser beam (which can
be seen in Figure 4.8, was passed through an optical arrangement to convert it into a thin laser sheet in
order to illuminate a visualization plane. The particles themselves were 11.7 μm diameter hollow glass
spheres, with a specific gravity of 1.1, while the fluid itself was water.
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Figure 4.8 Experimental set up and laser path.

The test setup was designed and implemented in order to adhere to the best practices and parameters
described by the Standard Operating Procedures for PIV data acquisition by Hariharan et al. (2011),
which can be seen in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 PIV Testing Parameters Used in FDA Round Robin Experiments [4]
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The test setup and PIV data captured procedure utilized in these experiments adhered to those used by
Lab-1, the same Lab that experienced fully developed flow in the entrance region at a Reynolds number
of 2167, with the minor caveat that the maximum number of image pairs captured in these experiments
was 200. According to Hariharan et al. (2011), all three labs achieved convergence of the mean velocities
within the jets with 200 image pairs for all Reynolds Numbers, and needed to increase the number of
pairs in order to obtain accurate shear stress measurements. While it is possible to reliably calculate shear
stress within the fluid with a larger number of image pairs, the shear does not fall within the purview of
this project.

In addition to the PIV equipment and flow loop, an Ultrasonix Touch ultrasound machine, which can be
seen in Figure 4.10, was utilized for the Color Doppler image capture.

Figure 4.10 Ultrasonix Touch ultrasound machine

The machine utilized an L14-538 linear phased array transducer with a frequency range of 5-14 MHz, a
focal range of 2 – 9 centimeters, and an expanded image field of 16 millimeters. The transducer was
mounted onto the test section via a standoff that ensure an air-tight boundary between itself and the test
section, as well as a 45 degree angle of incidence between the sound wave and the flow path. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Transducer mounted to test section via angled standoff

A transducer mounting angle of 45 degrees was chosen because it makes resolving the components of
velocity into the actual velocity (Figures 4.24 and 4.25, Equation 14) simpler from a post processing point
of view, and because as a mounting solution it provides the best compromise from a material
attenuation/imaging location standpoint. While placing the transducer directly against the wall of the test
section would mean that the imaging could be done through the thinnest amount of material allowable by
this set up, it would result in no velocities being measured as the flow would be moving perpendicularly
to the transducer. On the other hand, the most ideal orientation from a velocity measurement point of
view would be to put the transducer in line with the fluid flow. This, however, is impossible simply due to
the physical constraints of the system itself. Therefore, a mounting angle of 45 degrees was utilized for
these experiments.

4.2 Data Collection Locations and Flow Parameters
4.2.1 Data Collection Locations
In order to span both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes, and to be able to visualize abnormal flow
patterns (jets and recirculation zones), three locations within the acrylic tube phantom were chosen. The
locations, which shall henceforth be called the Inlet, Throat, and Sudden Expansion correspond to the Z
positions of -0.088, -.020, and 0.008 meters within the phantom, and can be seen in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Data collection locations and nomenclature

4.2.2 Flow Parameters
Choosing water as the active fluid made controlling the important flow parameters simple, as the
properties of water are well documented. In order to determine the experimental control variables (flow
rate and PIV Δt), the only other information needed was the geometry dimensions (Hariharan et al. 2011)
[4], expected Reynolds numbers, and pixel size. The pixel size was found by fixing a metric ruler to the
test section, and measuring the width of the image. Dividing by 1280 pixels per image led to a pixel size
of approximately 1.113 x 10-5 meters. A summary of the constant experiment parameters can be seen in
Table 1.
Constant Test Parameters
Specific Gravity
1
Density
1000
Dynamic Viscosity @ 21 ̊ C
1.002
Dynamic Viscosity @ 21 ̊ C
1.0020E-03
Kinematic Viscosity
Throat Diameter
Throat Area
Inlet Diameter
Inlet Area
Pixel Size
8 Pixel Travel Distance

1.0020E-06
0.004
1.25664E-05
0.012
1.1310E-04
1.11328E-05
8.90625E-05

Units
kg/m3
cP
N-s/m2
m2/s
m
m2
m
m2
m
m

Table 4.1 Experimental Constants

Of the five Throat Reynolds numbers used in the FDA Round Robin experiments, three were chosen as
the target sample that spanned both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes: 2000, 3500, and 6500. These
Throat Reynolds numbers correspond to Inlet Reynolds numbers of 667, 1167, and 2167 respectively.
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𝑅𝑒 =

𝑄𝐷𝐻
𝜈𝐴

(Eqn 7)

The equation for Reynolds number (Equation 7, above, where Re is Reynolds number, DH is the hydraulic
diameter, A is the cross sectional area, and ν is the kinematic viscosity) combined with the parameters in
Table 1, led to volumetric flow rate, Q, that would be used in each experiment. By dividing Q by the cross
sectional areas, A, at both the Inlet and Throat, mean velocities at each location were found. Finally, in
order to adhere to the one –quarter rule of the PIV SOP, Δt was calculated by dividing the linear distance
of 8 pixels (one – quarter of a 32 pixel interrogation window) by the mean velocity at each location for
each Reynolds number. Due to the fact that the Sudden Expansion location is so close to the exit of the
Throat, it was assumed that the mean velocities (and consequently, the Δt’s) at both locations would be
approximately the same. The experimental control variables used in the trials can be seen in Table 4.2.

Throat Reynolds #
Inlet Reynolds #

2000
667

Flow Rate (m3/s)
Flow Rate (L/m)

Inlet Re 667 Throat Re 2000
6.2958E-06 Throat Mean Velocity (m/s)
0.3777
Inlet Mean Velocity (m/s)

0.5010
0.0557

Throat Δt (µs)
Inlet Δt (µs)

177.77
1599.92

Inlet Re 1167 Throat Re 3500
3

Throat Reynolds #
Inlet Reynolds #

3500
1167

Flow Rate (m /s)
Flow Rate (L/m)

1.1018E-05 Throat Mean Velocity (m/s)
0.6611
Inlet Mean Velocity (m/s)

0.8768
0.0974

Throat Δt (µs)
Inlet Δt (µs)

101.58
914.24

Throat Reynolds #
Inlet Reynolds #

6500
2167

Inlet Re 2167 Throat Re 6500
Flow Rate (m3/s) 2.0461E-05 Throat Mean Velocity (m/s)
Flow Rate (L/m)
1.2277
Inlet Mean Velocity (m/s)

1.6283
0.1809

Throat Δt (µs)
Inlet Δt (µs)

54.70
492.28

Table 4.2 Experimental control variables

4.3 Instrument Calibration and Verification
In order to ensure that there were no errors due to instrument bias, the following tests were performed:
1.

Flowmeter display calibration;

2.

No-flow latent velocity PIV measurement;

3.

Thin-wall submerged CDUS measurement.

4.3.1 Flowmeter Display Calibration
To ensure that the proper desired flow rate was being achieved for each trial, a manual flowmeter
calibration test was performed. A manual control, 10-turn motor was used to fill a graduated cylinder of a
set size. Two calibration tests were performed, each one in increments of two turns of the motor dial. For
each motor speed setting, the readout on the flowmeter display and the time required to fill the cylinder
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were recorded. Using the size of the cylinder and the time it took to fill it, the actual volumetric flow rate
was determined. The actual flow rates and the display flow rates were plotted against each other, and
linear fits were assigned to both. The resulting plot can be seen in Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 Flowmeter display flowrate vs. actual flowrate

With R2 values of approximately 1 these correlations were accepted as valid, and using the average slopes
of the two linear fits, the following table (Table 4.3) was created in order to ensure the proper flow rate
was achieved for each experiment.

Throat Re
2000
3500
6500

Desired Flow Rate (L/m)
1
0.3777
0.6611
1.2277

Display Flow Rate (L/m)
0.3866
0.1460
0.2556
0.4746

Table 4.3 Desired flowrate vs. flowmeter display flowrate

4.3.2 No-Flow Latent Velocity PIV Measurement
One potential source of error is the discrepancy between the material properties of the seeder particles and
the surrounding fluid. Much of the work discussed relies on the assumption that the motion of the seeder
particles is the same as that of the fluid. This assumption may particularly come into question at low
Reynolds numbers. In order to determine if the buoyant force of the seeder particles is a valid source of
error, the following analysis was performed using Stokes Drag to find the terminal velocity of the Glass
PIV seeder.
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Figure 4.14 Spherical Particle FBD

The Free Body Diagram for a spherical particle submerged in fluid can be seen in the figure above, where
Fb is the buoyant force (Equation 8), Fg is the spheres weight due to gravity (Equation 9), and Fd is the
drag force or Stokes Drag (Equation 10).
𝐹𝑏 = 𝜌𝑓 𝑉𝑔

(Eqn 8)

𝐹𝑔 = 𝑚𝑔

(Eqn 9)

𝐹𝑑 = 6𝜋𝜇𝑅𝑣

(Eqn 10)

Assuming equilibrium, the force balance equation becomes:
𝐹𝑔 = 𝐹𝑏 + 𝐹𝑑
Substituting in Equations 1 through 3 leads to:
𝑚𝑔 = 𝜌𝑓 𝑉𝑔 + 6𝜋𝜇𝑅𝑣
Where 𝑚 = 𝜌𝑠 𝑉 and 𝑉 =

4
𝜋𝑅 3
3

Combining the terms and solving for velocity gives the following:
𝑣=

2
(𝜌 −𝜌𝑓 )𝑅2 𝑔
9 𝑠

𝜇

(Eqn 11)

Substituting in the properties of the fluid and seeder, which can be found in Table 4.4, terminal velocities
for both glass seeder particles and US contrast bubbles can be found.
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Properties of Water at 21° C
Density (ρf)

998

Dynamic Viscosity (μ) 1.002 x 10-3

kg/m3
Ns/m2

Properties of Glass Seeder Particles
kg/m3
Density (ρs)
1100
Mean Diameter (2R)

11.7

μm

Table 4.4 Properties of water and glass seeder particles

Based on Equation 11 and the values in Table 4.4 it was found that the terminal velocity of the glass
seeder is vtg = 7.45 e 10-6 m/s. Because this latent velocity is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
velocity that we expect to see in the actual experiments, it is assumed that it will have a negligible impact
on the end results. However, in order to validate the theoretical latent velocity of the seeder particles, PIV
data of quiescent flow was captured and processed. The results can be seen in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Quiescent flow PIV data at the Inlet shown in Tecplot, clockwise from top left: (a) Contour plot of Inlet
velocity, (b) Contour plot of particles used in velocity calculations per window, (c) Inlet velocity profiles along length of
entire capture

The PIV results show a mean latent glass particle velocity, vtg, of 0.0002 m/s.
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In order to quantify the potential effect that this velocity might have on active flow measurements, an
uncertainty analysis was performed. At its simplest, the measured velocity V, can be expressed as a
function of the measured displacement, y, and the time interval or frame separation, Δt, in the following
form:
𝑉=

𝑦
𝛥𝑡

The uncertainty in the velocity, δV, can therefore be expressed as
𝛿𝑦

𝛿(𝛥𝑡) 2
)
𝛥𝑡

𝛿𝑉 = 𝑉√( 𝑦 )2 + (

(Eqn 12)

Where δy and δ(Δt) are the uncertainties in the measured displacement and time interval, respectively. By
adhering to the standard operating procedures (SOP) for optimal PIV measurements discussed by
Hariharan et al. [4] (shown in Figure 4.9) it is assumed that the uncertainty in the displacement is 0.1
pixels and that the uncertainty in the frame separation (δt) is 1 µs. Substituting this into Equation 5 along
with the experiment parameters (Δt = 2000 µs) and measured velocity values yields an uncertainty in the
measured velocity of ±0.00056 m/s which, relative to the measured velocity is an interval of over 200% in
both cases.
This large uncertainty is due primarily to the fact that the imaging software cannot capture images at a
low enough frequency to meet the experiments’ resolution requirements. Assuming that the glass particles
are indeed moving at the calculated terminal velocity vtg = 7.45 e 10-6, at a Δt of 2000 µs a single glass
particle would displace 0.00013 pixels. Both values are significantly smaller than the assumed
displacement resolution of 0.1 pixels.
In conclusion, with a measured velocity of 0.0002m/s and a calculated uncertainty of ±0.00056 m/s, the
maximum potential offset due to the latent velocity is 0.0076 m/s. When compared to the expected mean
velocity of the lowest Re experiments that shall be performed in this study; 0.0557 m/s, the offset would
only effect a 1.6% change. It is therefore accepted that the latent velocity of the glass seeder particles will
have a negligible effect on the active flow velocity measurements.

4.3.3 Thin-wall Submerged CDUS Measurement
As an initial proof of concept, a test similar to the one described by Hein and O’Brian, 1992 [14] was
used. A thin-walled semi-rigid tube with a 0.5” inner diameter was placed in the same flow loop used in
the main experiments discussed in this thesis in place of the acrylic tube phantom. The 0.5” ID tube was
then submerged in a water bath, and the flow within the tube was visualized with the Ultrasonix machine
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at a 45 degree angle in the same manner as will be described in section 4.5 of this paper (an example of
which can be seen in Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 Screenshot of CDUS video of Bias Test Trial 1

Two trials at a Reynolds number of 2167 were performed, and the data exported and processed in the
same manner as will be described in section 4.6 of this paper. Because the flow straightener was not
utilized, due to it making it impossible to submerge the tube in the water bath, it was assumed that the
flow was not yet developed, and that the velocity profile could most aptly be described as a slug most
similar to that seen in turbulent flow. Therefore, the velocity profiled generated by these two trials were
compared to a turbulent velocity profile. The turbulent velocity profile was created using the 1/7 th Power
Law (which can be seen in Equation 13), where u is the velocity at a given radial location r, R is the tube
radius, and umax is the maximum velocity at that Reynolds number.
𝑢
𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑟 1

= (1 − 𝑅)7

(Eqn 13)

Due to the fact that in turbulent flows the peak or maximum velocity is approximately equal to the mean
velocity, for this comparison the mean velocity calculated via the flow rate and tube diameter was used.
Figure 4.17shows the two velocity profiles generated by the US machine, as well as the 1/7 th Power Law
velocity profile for this tube size and Reynolds number.
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Figure 4.17 Proof of concept velocity profiles

Qualitatively, it can be seen that the CDUS velocity profiles are very similar to the turbulent velocity
profile. The asymmetry in the profiles was caused by a slight bend in the tubing. Quantitatively, the mean
velocities of Trial 1 and Trial 2 were shown to be off from the actual mean velocity by 5.2% and 6.9%
respectively. Due to these small errors, it was concluded from this test that the Ultrasound machine used
for the experiments is in good working order, and that imaging through non biological media is a sound
concept.

4.4 PIV Data Collection
This section details the steps in which the PIV data was collected. Assuming that the data collection
computer is turned on and the flow loop is primed and purged of air, the steps are as follows:
1. Turn on Q-Switch Laser and High Speed Camera.
2. Boot up Insight 3G PIV software.
3. Load set-up run in Insight, set run to continuous acquisition, and with laser cover closed, begin
capture.
4. Set run display to Frame B.
5. Fix reticle image to near side of test section, and adjust focus until reticle is visible as clearly as
possible. Record focus position.
6. Fix reticle image to far side of tests section, and adjust focus until reticle is visible as clearly as
possible. Record focus position.
7. Set focus position in between two previously recorded focus positions.
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8. Fix 1:1 scale metric ruler to test section (Figure 4.18), with markers for desired visualization
locations.
9. Using sliding rails (Figure 4.6), adjust location of test section until desired marker is in the center
of displayed image (Figure 4.19).
10. Remove metric ruler from test section and turn on pump and flowmeter, setting desired flow rate.
11. If necessary, end set up run, ensuring laser has stopped pulsing. Open laser cover.
12. Load corresponding run in Insight, setting Δt appropriately.
13. Capture.
14. Repeat steps 8 through 12 as necessary.

Figure 4.18 Metric ruler attached to test section, used for aiming PIV system
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Figure 4.19 Lining up desired location marker on Insight Screen

During this process, a “batch” of tests was considered to be one test at each location at each Reynolds
number. In between each batch the entire system was turned off, purged, and cleaned; partly to ensure
identical initial flow conditions for every batch, and partly because it was noticed that after several
continuous experiments the glass seeder particles would begin to build up in the pump motor, and cause
disturbances in the flow. Two complete batches of tests (a test at every location at every Reynolds
number), and one partial batch (tests at the Sudden Expansion and Throat only, at every Reynolds
number) were performed. Due to the fact that for all Reynolds Numbers the flow at the Inlet was laminar
and fully developed, it was assumed that only two tests would be necessary to accurately resolve the
velocity profiles.

4.5 CDUS Data Acquisition
This section details the steps in which the CDUS data was acquired. Assuming the flow loop is primed
and has been purged of air, the steps are as follows:
1. Turn on Ultrasound machine.
2. Fix 1:1 scale metric ruler to test section (Figure 4.16), with markers for desired visualization
locations.
3. Using fine point dry-erase marker, mark on far edge of test section (the edge opposite the
visualization side) desired location.
4. Using a square, attach standoff to test section, lining up top or bottom corner of standoff surface
with marked desired location (which shall be henceforth the Profile Point) (Figures 4.18, 4.19).
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5. Adjust orientation of transducer in probe holder so that probe dimple is facing towards the inlet or
outlet of the flow loop for visualization from top or bottom of standoff, respectively. (Figures
4.20, 4.21)
6. Place Ultrasound gel on transducer, and firmly press transducer face against standoff, centering
transducer relative to test section (Figures 4.20).
7. Lock transducer holder in place Flexbar tensioning spring.
8. Create new patient with location, Reynolds number, and trial number in patient information.
9. Turn on Research Mode and Color Mode (Figure 4.22).
10. Set ColorGain to 100%, Power to Max, Persist to Max, Wall Filter to Min, Reject to Min, Sector
to 100%, Zoom to 100%, and Depth to 3.5 cm (Figure 4.22).
11. Set steer angle to 0, and adjust interrogation window to fit the whole screen.
12. Turn on pump motor and flowmeter. Select desired flow rate.
13. Adjust PRF to one level above that at which aliasing appears in.
14. Wait for 10 seconds.
15. Hit freeze button, and capture.
16. For turbulent flow regimes, perform captures at one-half and one-quarter of step 13 PRF to
resolve low flow occurrences.
17. Save .avi and .cvv file.
18. Repeat steps 2 through 17 as needed for every location and Reynolds number.

Figure 4.20 From left to right respectively: (a) probe in “Away” capture orientation, (b) probe in “Towards” capture
orientation.
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Figure 4.21 Transducer Dimple

Figure 4.22 Ultrasonix touch screen settings selection and adjustment
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During this process a batch was considered to be one test at each Reynolds number, at each
location, in each visualization orientation. Much like for the PIV exams, in between each batch the
entire system was turned off, purged, and cleaned. Three full batches of CDUS examinations were
performed.

4.6 Data Processing
The following section details the processes in which the PIV and CDUS data was processed and utilized
to generate velocity profiles.
4.6.1 PIV Data Processing
The processing of the PIV generated .tif files requires the MatLab functions shown in Appendix A.
Running the Initial Processing script brings up a GUI that asks the user to select a data set and for
information about said data set that will be used for naming purposes only. This first script converts the
.tif files from 16 bit to 8 bit, renames them based on the information provided by the user, and converts
them to .fim files. The script also creates a case file for each data set, which is an executable file that is
run immediately after the Initial Processing function. The case file is responsible for doing the actual
Particle Image portion of the processing, and resolves the displacement of particles in each image pair in
the process, creating .plt files. After this, the Post Processing MatLab script is run, and asks the user for
the information critical to the PIV process; image width in millimeters, desired interrogation window size,
and Δt. Using this information and the .plt files created earlier, the Post Processing script generates the
information that becomes the final data set for each trial (velocity profile and RMS of variance). Using
TecPlot and a custom template, the information is then viewed in the format seen in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23 Clockwise from top left: (a) Time averaged axial velocity contour plot, (b) Number of valid vectors per
interrogation window (c) Time averaged axial velocity profile at desired location, (d) Time averaged RMS of variance at
desired location

Figures 4.23a and 4.23b are used as checks to ensure the validity of the data set. If there are any spots
within the tube that show an anomalous velocity measurement or an abnormally low number of valid
vectors (the variable name for the number of valid vectors in Tecplot is Count), the data set is considered
to be invalid, as this usually indicates the presence of an instability or air bubble in the flow.
Within TecPlot, a horizontal subzone that spans the data set is created at the center of the image. If the
PIV data capture steps were followed correctly, then this subzone corresponds to the axial location in
question for this data set. The velocity profile and RMS data at this subzone is then exported to an excel
spreadsheet, where it is plotted against both the data from the FDA Round Robin experiments (as
validation) and the CDUS data.
4.6.2 CDUS Data Processing
Much in the way that the PIV Data processing occurs, the CDUS Data processing requires the MatLab
scripts found in Appendix B. Running the Velocity Profile Creation script brings up a GUI that prompts
the user to select a .cvv file (the file that was saved by and exported from the Ultrasound machine), and
asks the user for information regarding that trial; flow direction (flow away from or towards the
transducer) and penetration depth. The script then reads in the header information from the .cvv file, and
after generating the appropriate velocity scale, converts each pixel value from an RGB value to a velocity
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value. Finally, based on the penetration depth and tube geometry, the script generates a velocity profile
for that trials velocity component starting at the Profile Point which, if the CDUS data acquisition steps
are followed correctly, should coincide with the far side tube wall of the desired location (Figure 4.24 and
4.25)

Figure 4.24 From left: (a) Transducer in “Away” orientation, generating velocity component Va, (b) Transducer in
“Towards” orientation, generating Vt velocity components.

Figure 4.25 Frames from CDUS trial of Inlet at a Re of 667. From left: (a) Transducer in “Away” orientation, generating
velocity component Va, (b) Transducer in “Towards” orientation, generating Vt velocity components.

Figures 4.23 and 4.24 provide a graphical representation of the component velocity profiles, V a and Vt
that the Velocity Profile Creation script generates, with Va and Vt corresponding to Figures 4.24 and 4.25
(a) and Figures 4.24 and 4.25 (b), respectively. The script then exports the velocity component profiles
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into an Excel spreadsheet. In these spreadheets the components are combined into the total velocity
profile where, at each pixel, the axial velocity V can be found via Equation 14:
𝑉 = √𝑉𝑡 2 + 𝑉𝑎 2

(Eqn 14)

A graphical representation of this process can be seen in Figure 4.26, which shows the individual velocity
components as profiles as well as the combined velocity profile used in this thesis, for the first trial at the
Inlet for a Reynolds number of 667.

Figure 4.26 Component and Combined Velocity Profiles, Inlet Re 667 Trial 1

While for the laminar profiles seen here it would be possible to perform the experiments in only one
transducer orientation and account for the other component of velocity by dividing by the sine of 45, this
is only valid in cases where all of the fluid velocity is in the axial direction. In cases where recirculation
occurs, such as at the Sudden Expansion, both captures are necessary because there may be locations
within the recirculation zones that experience a velocity that is completely orthoginal to one transducer
orientation (this would show as a zero velocity) and completely co-linear to the other.
During the CDUS data processing stage, it became apparent that there were some resolution issues at the
low flow regions of the velocity profiles. This could be contributed to two sources: the presence of a wall
filter, and the binning of the color scale values in the .cvv file. The wall filter setting could not be turned
all the way off on the ultrasound machine, so there was a limit on the lowest velocities that could be
measured. Additionally, it was noticed that while the spatial resolution of the color values in the .cvv file
matrices was high in the locations with high velocities (variations of 1 in the assigned color values of
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those elements), in the low flow regions the color values assigned to each element were binned, where
groups of between 4 and 8 elements were assigned the same color value. In order to counteract these
resolution issues, for each Reynolds number and probe orientation (away or towards the flow) two CDUS
data captures were performed; one at the normal PRF and one at half PRF. Examples of this can be seen
in Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.27 CDUS Frame of data capture at the Inlet, Reynolds number 667, transducer in ‘away’ orientation. From left:
(a) Normal PRF setting, (b) Half PRF

As shown in Figure 4.27, shifting the PRF down created an aliasing effect in the center of the flow
profile, but the subsequent shift in the Velocity Scale used by the system allows for better resolution of
the near-wall velocities. The near-wall velocities from these low PRF data captures were substituted in for
the normal PRF velocity values at these locations, in order to generate more accurate profiles. The
velocity profiles from these individual captures can be seen in figure 4.28.

Figure 4.28 Individual PRF Capture Velocity Profiles at the Inlet
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Similarly to the Inlet captures, in order to counteract the resolution issues present at the near-wall
locations one-quarter and one-half PRF measurements were also performed for each trial and Reynolds
number at the Sudden Expansion. Examples of this can be seen in Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.29 CDUS Frame of data capture at the Sudden Expansion, Throat Reynolds number 1167, transducer in ‘away’
orientation. Clockwise from top left: (a) Normal PRF setting, (b) Half PRF, (c) Quarter PRF

Similarly to the Inlet captures, shifting the PRF down created an aliasing effect in the center of the flow
profile, but the subsequent shift in the Velocity Scale used by the system allows for better resolution of
the near-wall velocities. Because of the significant drop in velocity magnitude in the recirculation zones
relative to the jet velocity, the additional one-quarter PRF captures were added. The near-wall velocities
from these low PRF data captures were averaged and then substituted in for the normal PRF velocity
values at these locations, in order to generate more accurate profiles. The velocity profiles from these
individual captures can be seen in Figure 4.30
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Figure 4.30 Individual PRF Capture Velocity Profiles at the Sudden Expansion

Finally, the RMS of Variance script is run on the same .CVV files, and in the same manner as the
Velocity Creation script, generates the Root Mean Square of the Variance, or Standard Deviation of the
velocity measurement for each pixel in the flow profile. This is accomplished via Equation 15, where n is
the number of frames in the image capture, Vmean is the time averaged velocity for each pixel, and Vn is
the velocity at each frame for each pixel.
𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √

2
∑𝑛
𝑡=1(𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 −𝑉𝑛 )

𝑛−1

(Eqn 15)

The script then exports the RMS data to an excel spreadsheet where it is plotted and compared against the
PIV RMS data.
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Color Doppler Ultrasound (CDUS) as a flow measurement instrument has advantages in that it can
measure internal fluid velocities entirely non-invasively. While its accuracy and reliability has been well
studied in terms of its clinical applications [2, 7-16, 23], its application in industrial and engineering
settings has yet to be thoroughly examined. This work seeks to analyze the accuracy of CDUS when
visualizing fluid flow through a rigid, non-biological test section. This is established by performing a
quantitative comparison of CDUS generated velocity profiles with Particle Image Velocimetry
measurements of the same flow through the same test section. All of this is accomplished via the
following steps:

1. PIV Measurement Verification;
2. CDUS Measurement Accuracy; and
3. CDUS Repeatability.

5.1 PIV Measurement Verification
In order to verify the accuracy of the velocity profiles generated via PIV in these experiments, the profiles
were compared to the data collected by the FDA Round Robin Initiative [4 – 6] at the same Reynolds
numbers and locations. The FDA velocity plots were saved as images, and the MatLab function ‘GrabIt’
was used to generate usable data points which were in turn saved to an Excel spreadsheet. An example of
the GrabIt GUI can be seen in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 GrabIt GUI generating data points for Inlet velocity profile at Re 1167
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Because the velocity profiles in the FDA papers were all normalized to the mean Inlet velocity for each
Reynolds number, the PIV generated velocity profiles were also normalized in the same fashion. The
mean velocity used for this was half of the measured peak velocity at the Inlet for each Reynolds number
and trial, where the flow is shown to be fully developed and laminar. The following sections show how
the data collected in these experiments compare to that of the FDA experiments. The axial locations
within the tube that correspond to the Inlet, Throat, and Sudden Expansion can be found in Figure 4.12.
5.1.1 Inlet Velocity Profiles

Figure 5.2 Normalized Inlet velocity profiles at, clockwise from top left: (a) Inlet Re 667 Throat Re 2000, (b) Inlet Re 1167
Throat Re 3500, (c) Inlet Re 2167 Throat Re 6500
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Inlet Reynolds # PIV Trial # % Difference in Mean Velocity
Trial 1
6.30
667
Trial 2
7.00
Trial 1
9.43
1167
Trial 2
9.68
Trial 1
10.64
2167
Trial 2
10.50
Table 5.1 Percent differences between mean velocity for each trial and mean velocity of FDA profiles, at each Reynolds
number at the Inlet.

The percent differences between the calculated mean velocities of each trial and the FDA paper profiles
were found, and can be seen in Table 5.1, above. The max percent difference found was below 11%, and
as can be seen in Figure 5.2, all of the profiles measured were laminar and fully developed with a peak
velocity of approximately double the mean.
5.1.2 Throat Velocity Profiles

Figure 5.3 Normalized Throat velocity profiles at, clockwise from top left: (a) Inlet Re 667 Throat Re 2000, (b) Inlet Re
1167 Throat Re 3500, (c) Inlet Re 2167 Throat Re 6500
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Throat Reynolds # PIV Trial # % Difference in Mean Velocity
Trial 1
6.51
2000
Trial 2
6.04
Trial 3
Discounted
Trial 1
14.59
3500
Trial 2
12.88
Trial 3
14.78
Trial 1
10.02
6500
Trial 2
10.92
Trial 3
13.96
Table 5.2 Percent differences between mean velocity for each trial and mean velocity of FDA profiles, at each Reynolds
number at the Throat.

The percent differences between the calculated mean velocities of each trial and the FDA paper profiles
were found, and can be seen in Table 5.2, above. The max percent difference found was below 15%,
although the Trial 3 PIV results at the Throat for the first Reynolds numbers have been discounted. A
qualitative assessment of the images captured in this trial revealed the presence of large air bubbles,
which led to inaccurate velocity estimations.
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5.1.3 Sudden Expansion Velocity Profiles

Figure 5.4 Normalized Sudden Expansion velocity profiles at, clockwise from top left: (a) Inlet Re 667 Throat Re 2000, (b)
Inlet Re 1167 Throat Re 3500, (c) Inlet Re 2167 Throat Re 6500

Throat Reynolds # PIV Trial # % Difference in Mean Velocity
Trial 1
8.33
2000
Trial 2
6.89
Trial 3
7.09
Trial 1
3.22
3500
Trial 2
1.89
Trial 3
Discounted
Trial 1
13.34
6500
Trial 2
13.26
Trial 3
11.66
Table 5.3 Percent differences between mean velocity for each trial and mean velocity of FDA profiles, at each Reynolds
number at the Sudden Expansion.
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The percent differences between the calculated mean velocities of each trial and the FDA paper profiles
were found, and can be seen in Table 5.3, above. The max percent difference found was below 14%,
although the Trial 3 PIV results at the Sudden Expansion for the second Reynolds numbers have been
discounted. A qualitative assessment of the images captured in this trial revealed the presence of large air
bubbles, which led to inaccurate velocity estimations.
5.1.4 PIV Data Verification Conclusion
As can be seen in Figures 5.2 – 5.4 and Tables 5.1 – 5.3 above, the maximum difference between the
calculated mean velocities and the mean velocities shown in the FDA papers was below 15% for all trials
at all locations and Reynolds numbers. In addition, the deviation in mean velocity among the trials within
each trial set was below 3%. Based on this information it was concluded that the velocity profiles
generated by PIV in these experiments are an accurate representation of the flow within the test section.

5.2 CDUS Measurement Accuracy
In order to answer the Research Question put forth by this thesis, velocity profiles generated by Color
Doppler Ultrasound were compared to velocity profiles generated by Particle Image Velocimetry. The
following sections will show the data that shall play the largest role in answering the Research Question.
5.2.1 Inlet Velocity Profiles
Color Doppler videos at the Inlet were captured and, along with the raw Color Velocity data files (.CVV)
exported and processed into velocity profiles. The following plots show both the normalized (normalized
to half the measured peak) and actual velocity profiles for each Reynolds number at the Inlet.

Figure 5.5 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Inlet, Reynolds number 667. From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b)
Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity
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Figure 5.6 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Inlet, Reynolds number 1167. From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b)
Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity

Figure 5.7 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Inlet, Reynolds number 2167. From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b)
Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity

Inlet Reynolds #
667

1167

2167

Trial #
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

% Difference in Mean and Peak Velocity
46.46
51.72
49.57
49.77
51.00
52.82
52.00
54.44
54.04

Table 5.4 Percent differences between mean and peak CDUS and PIV velocities for each trial, at each Reynolds number
at the Inlet
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As can be seen in Figures 5.6 – 5.7 and Table 5.4 above, while there is a definite parabolic shape to the
flow profile, the percent differences in the mean and peak velocity measurements (where the mean is half
of the measured peak) ranges from 46 to 55%. This can most likely be attributed to loss of signal intensity
due to attenuation in the acrylic.
5.2.2 Throat Velocity Profiles
As mentioned in the background chapter of this thesis, one of the ways in which the signal intensity can
be diminished is through attenuation due to absorption, which increases with penetration depth. Given the
geometry of the test section, while the penetration depth does not change, the amount of solid material
that the sound must travel through at the throat doubles at the imaging corner that co-relates to what, in
this work, has been called the Profile Point. All attempts to image at the throat have resulted in noise
throughout the entire image plane (Figure 5.8). Consequently, CDUS generated velocity profiles could
not be obtained at the throat.

Figure 5.8 CDUS frame of attempted data capture at the Throat.
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5.2.3 Sudden Expansion Velocity Profiles
Color Doppler videos at the Sudden Expansion were captured and, along with the raw Color Velocity data
files (.CVV) exported and processed into velocity profiles. The following plots show both the normalized
(normalized to half the measured peak velocity at the Inlet for the corresponding Reynolds number) and
actual velocity profiles for each Reynolds number at the Sudden Expansion.

Figure 5.9 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Sudden Expansion, corresponding to a Throat Reynolds number of 2000.
From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b) Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity

Figure 5.10 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Sudden Expansion, corresponding to a Throat Reynolds number of
3500. From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b) Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity
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Figure 5.11 CDUS vs. PIV Velocity profiles at the Sudden Expansion, corresponding to a Throat Reynolds number of
6500. From left: (a) Actual Velocity in (m/s), (b) Velocity normalized to mean measured velocity

Inlet Reynolds #
667

1167

2167

Trial #
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

% Difference in Mean Velocity % Difference in Peak Velocity
0.11
52.58
3.76
54.35
0.90
53.75
8.72
53.09
7.73
54.45
10.06
52.79
0.10
51.94
2.76
51.53
1.14
53.48

Table 5.5 Percent differences between mean and peak CDUS and PIV velocities for each trial, at each Reynolds number
at the Sudden Expansion

As can be seen in Figures 5.11 – 5.13 and Table 5.5 above, the CDUS generated velocity profiles are able
to capture the stark contrast in velocity magnitude between the recirculation zones and the jet. However,
the percent differences between PIV and CDUS measured peak velocities varied from 51 to 55%. On the
other hand, the percent differences in the measured mean velocities (where the mean is the non-weighted
spatial average of velocity across the flow profile) varied from less than 1% to a maximum of 10%. This
can most likely be attributed to the shape of the velocity profile.
5.2.4 CDUS Measurement Accuracy Conclusion
Based on the results shown in sections 5.2.1 – 5.2.3 it can be determined that while CDUS has the ability
to make velocity measurements which result in profiles whose shape is qualitatively correct, albeit wider
and flatter than the actual profiles, the percent difference in the measured peak velocities was between 46
and 53 percent lower than the actual peak velocities. While the shape of the velocity profiles can be
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attributed to the ultrasound beam width, the difference in measured velocities is most likely a by-product
of the discrepancy in acoustic properties between acrylic and water.

5.3 CDUS Repeatability
In order to determine the repeatability of the CDUS experiments, the Root Mean Squares of the variance
in the velocity (or standard deviation) were calculated. The purpose of these calculations was to function
as both another comparison metric, and to gauge the precision with which it could be expected to achieve
similar results if these experiments were to be run again. The following plots show the RMS of the
variance for both the CDUS and PIV measurements at each Reynolds number, at the Inlet and Sudden
Expansion. The Throat has been omitted because no CDUS data was acquired there.

Figure 5.12 CDUS vs. PIV RMS of Variance at the Inlet. Clockwise from top left: (a) Inlet Re 667, Throat Re 2000 (b)
Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500, (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500
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Inlet Reynolds # CDUS Trial # Mean RMS Percentage
Trial 1
5.12
667
Trial 2
4.63
Trial 3
5.46
Trial 1
4.01
1167
Trial 2
4.37
Trial 3
4.49
Trial 1
7.03
2167
Trial 2
6.20
Trial 3
5.29

PIV Trial #
Trial 1
Trial 2

Mean RMS Percentage
3.09
2.45

Trial 1
Trial 2

2.58
2.17

Trial 1
Trial 2

11.43
12.38

Table 5.6 Mean RMS of Variance at the Inlet for each trial for both CDUS and PIV, as a percentage of the measured
mean velocity.

Table 5.6 shows the mean (spatially averaged across the flow profile) RMS of the variance in the velocity
for each trial and Reynolds number at the Inlet for both PIV and CDUS as a percentage of the mean (half
the peak) measured velocity.

Figure 5.13 CDUS vs. PIV RMS of Variance at the Sudden Expansion. Clockwise from top left: (a) Inlet Re 667, Throat
Re 2000 (b) Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500, (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500
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Throat Reynolds # CDUS Trial # Mean RMS Percentage
Trial 1
11.21
2000
Trial 2
11.45
Trial 3
12.01
Trial 1
11.02
3500
Trial 2
12.82
Trial 3
13.55
Trial 1
10.55
6500
Trial 2
14.93
Trial 3
14.58

PIV Trial #
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

Mean RMS Percentage
3.83
3.40
3.58
3.83
3.69
Ommitted
4.57
4.61
7.08

Table 5.7 Mean RMS of Variance at the Sudden Expansion for each trial for both CDUS and PIV, as a percentage of the
measured mean velocity.

Table 5.7 shows the mean (spatially averaged across the flow profile) RMS of the variance in velocity for
each trial and Reynolds number at the Sudden Expansion for both PIV and CDUS as a percentage of the
mean (spatially averaged across the flow profile) measured velocity.
The CDUS machine generates velocity measurements at every location within each frame by averaging
the velocities generated by the phase shifts of 16 pulse packets. Simply put, the velocity at each point in
each CDUS frame is an average of 16 measurements. Figure 5.14 is a graphical representation of the flow
of CDUS data.

Figure 5.14 Graphical representation of the flow of CDUS data for each data capture

In order to quantify the reproducibility of the CDUS experiments, the velocity profiles for all three trials
at both locations were averaged, and plotted with error bars showing three standard deviations across
these profiles, where each profile is generated by one full cycle of the process shown in Figure 5.14.
These plots can be seen in Figures 5.15 and 5.16.
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Figure 5.15 Inlet Velocity Plots with 3 standard deviations in the mean velocity error bars: (a) Inlet Re 667, Throat Re
2000 (b) Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500 (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500

Figure 5.16 Sudden Expansion Velocity Plots with 3 standard deviations in the mean velocity error bars: (a) Inlet Re 667,
Throat Re 2000 (b) Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500 (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500
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The error bars on the velocity plots within Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the range in which 99.9% of future
CDUS velocity measurements are expected to fall should these experiments be repeated.
Because each velocity profile is created by averaging across 31 Color Doppler frames, the standard
deviation of the velocity measurements at each location between the frames was also calculated. Figures
5.17 and 5.16 show the mean velocity profiles at each location with error bars of three standard deviations
in the frame by frame velocity measurements (represented by the ‘CDUS Video’ symbol within Figure
5.14).

Figure 5.17 Inlet Velocity Plots with 3 standard deviations in frame by frame velocity measurement error bars: (a) Inlet
Re 667, Throat Re 2000 (b) Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500 (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500
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Figure 5.18 Sudden Expansion Velocity Plots with 3 standard deviations in frame by frame velocity measurement error
bars: (a) Inlet Re 667, Throat Re 2000 (b) Inlet Re 1167, Throat Re 3500 (c) Inlet Re 2167, Throat Re 6500

The error bars on the velocity plots within Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the range in which 99.9% of the
velocity measurements within a single frame of any future CDUS captures can be expected to fall.
The .CVV files exported for each trial also contain the variance in the velocity at each location. A plot of
the average velocity profile at the Sudden Expansion at a turbulent Reynolds number (Throat Re 6500)
with error bars representing the average intra-frame variance can be seen in Figure 5.17 (represented by
the ‘Velocity Measurements x16’ symbol in Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.19 Sudden Expansion Velocity Profile with Intra-Frame Variance Error Bars: Inlet Re 2167 Throat Re 3500
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As seen in the plot, there is a lot of averaging inherent in the CDUS system, which may contribute to a
lower transient resolution.
Based on the results shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 and Tables 5.6 and 5.7, above, it can be determined
that the Color Doppler Ultrasound experiments can be repeated with an expected precision similar to that
of Particle Image Velocimetry. For measurements at the Inlet the mean RMS of the Variance was
approximately 5% of the measured mean velocity for all of the CDUS trials, and anywhere from 2 to 12%
for the PIV trials. For measurements at the Sudden Expansion the mean RMS of Variance for the CDUS
trials was slightly worse (approximately 12 %), as compared to the 4 % of the PIV trials.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
For all of the cases where Color Doppler Ultrasound data could be successfully acquired (Inlet and
Sudden Expansion) it was shown that the acquisition method was repeatable, with a mean RMS of
Variance in the velocity measurement approximately 5 and 12% of the mean measured velocity at the
Inlet and Sudden Expansion, respectively. However, the accuracy of the peak velocity measurements of
all trials performed at both locations was shown to be off by approximately 50%. While the mean CDUS
velocity measurements at the Sudden Expansion were within 10% of the mean PIV velocity
measurements at this location, the same CDUS measurements at the Inlet were off by approximately 48%
from the PIV measurements.

It is hypothesized that attenuation of the ultrasound signal cause by the discrepancy in acoustic properties
between the acrylic and water is the leading source of error in these experiments. Refraction of the sound
wave could also be a source of error, and using Snell’s Law (Equation 5) it was calculated that the sound
beam would shift approximately 22 degrees toward the normal when passing through the acrylic-water
boundary. This would result in the velocity values at the back wall (the tube wall furthest away from the
probe) actually being measured 5.5 mm upstream of where they would be if there was no discrepancy in
speed of sound. However, given that this is a change in less than ½ the diameter, the flow at the Inlet is
fully developed following an entrance region of approximately 120 diameters, and that the Sudden
Expansion is relatively close to the jet opening (8 mm) it was determined that a 5.5 mm shift in
measurement location would result in negligible differences in velocity measurements.

Based on the acoustic properties of acrylic and water (Table 1.1), the equations for attenuation in a
material (Equations 1 - 3), and the minimum frequency at which the sound wave could be transmitted (4
MHz), it was calculated that the attenuation due to absorption in acrylic was 2.6 decibels. This
corresponds to a decrease in transmitted signal intensity of 46%. Additionally, the attenuation due to
reflection at the acrylic-water boundary (Equation 4) was found to be 3.8 decibels, which corresponds to a
decrease in transmitted signal intensity of 68%. Therefore, the total attenuation of the signal is 6.4
decibels, which results in only 23% of the transmitted signal reaching the scatterer. Assuming negligible
attenuation in the water (due to its relatively low coefficient of attenuation) the intensity of the signal
received by the transducer would only be approximately 12% of the original signal sent.
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Another contributing factor is the difference between the speed of sound in the acrylic media and the
speed of sound in blood, which is what the Ultrasound machine is pre-programmed to image through.
Although the Ultrasound machine is expecting an imaging media with a sound propagation speed of 1540
m/s, the speed of sound through acrylic is actually 2750 m/s. This most likely has an effect on the BMode images of the physical geometry, and the location of the velocity information on the display. While
the ultrasound beam width, wall filter, speed of sound difference, and color binning phenomenon may
have some effect on the resolution of the color mapped velocity measurements, it is hypothesized that the
88% decrease in transmitted signal intensity due to attenuation is the primary cause of the discrepancies in
velocity measurements, where the PIV measured peak velocities were approximately 100% higher than
the CDUS measured velocities.

In an attempt to verify this, a sample Spectral Doppler test was

performed at the center of the Inlet at a Reynolds number of 2167, with maximum power and an angle
correction factor of 45 degrees.

Figure 6.1 Spectral Doppler test at the Inlet, Re = 2167

The expected peak velocity at the Inlet at this Reynolds number is 36 cm/s and, as can be seen in Figure
6.1, the Spectral Doppler measurement shows a peak velocity of approximately 16 cm/s. This 44% underestimation is in very close agreement with the results of the CDUS tests.
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While the results of this thesis show that CDUS is not accurate enough to make quantitative
measurements of internal fluid velocities in this particular application, they do not rule out CDUS
completely as a potential fluid flow measurement tool for the industrial or engineering fields. To this
effect, the following modifications to this work are proposed:

1. Utilization of a test section with more conducive acoustic properties, machined to the same
specifications as the one used in these experiments. Some examples of such materials have been
identified Table 6.1
2. Utilization of an Ultrasound machine with the ability to turn the Wall Filter completely off, and
the Power of the sound beam higher. While this is rare, as a very high Power setting is dangerous
in terms of clinical use, it may allow the sound beam to penetrate these rigid materials.

Acoustic Properties of Alternate Materials
Material
Longitudinal velocity (m/s) Attenuation @ 1 MHz (dB/cm)
Acrylic
2750
1.25
LDPE (Low Density Polyethylene)
1950
0.48
Styron 666
2400
0.36
EVA (Ethylene-Vynil acetate)
1680 -1800
Not Quantified
Table 6.1 Acoustic Properties of Alternate Materials1

1

http://www.ondacorp.com/images/Plastics.pdf
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Supplemental Particle Image Velocimetry MatLab Code
PIV Initial Processing
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

---------------------------Description-------------------------------This code will ask you for input variables such as what you would like to
rename the data and the type of case file you would like to run. It will
then rename your data and then convert the tif files to fim files.
Lastly this code will create the case file needed to run widim32.exe
It will also copy the widim32.exe file to each plane folder and create
batch files that would allow all the planes to be processed
simultaneously when executed.
--------------------------Dependencies-------------------------------TIF_Renamer.m, TIF_16to8bit_Converter.m, TIF_FIM_Convertor.m
ij.jar, mij.jar, Case_File_Builder.m
widim32.exe

%% Input Variables
clear all;
clc;
tic;
root_folder = 'C:\Desktop\';
default_output_folder = 'C:\Desktop\';
fast_mode = true; % faster file renaming but requires TIF_Renamer.m
% prompt user for folder
root_folder = uigetdir(root_folder,...
'Select experiment data folder(ie. C:\exp_r7_2014_10_17a)');
default_output_folder = uigetdir(default_output_folder,...
'Select output folder (ie. C:\PIV)');
root_folder = regexprep(root_folder,'\\','/');
default_output_folder = regexprep(default_output_folder,'\\','/');
% Matlab -> ImageJ interface
if fopen('ij.jar') == -1 || fopen('mij.jar') == -1
disp('ij.jar or mij.jar not found!');
else
javaaddpath('ij.jar');
javaaddpath('mij.jar');
MIJ.start;
end
disp('');
disp('--------------------------------------------------------------');
disp('PIV Image Processing Initiated');
disp('--------------------------------------------------------------');
prompt = {'run #','dt #','date (YYYY_MM_DD)',...
'Type of Case File: (options are A, B, or C)'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
num_lines = 1;
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default = {'1','10',date,'B'};
input = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,default);
if isempty(input) == true
disp('cancel')
MIJ.exit;
break;
end
run = strcat('run', input{1});
dt = strcat('dt', input{2});
date = input{3};
casetype = input{4};
disp('Parameters chosen... ');
disp([' Run: ' input{1}]);
disp([' Dt: ' input{2}]);
disp([' Date: ' input{3}]);
if isempty(input{4}) == true;
casetype = 'B';
disp(...['Since no case type was chosen or an invalid case type was
chosen, case type is set to: ' casetype ' (default)']);
else
disp([' Case type chosen: ' casetype]);
end
prefix = strcat('piv_',run,'_',dt);
%% Choose what folder the data is in
data_folder_name = root_folder;
disp([' Data folder: ' data_folder_name]);
D = dir([data_folder_name,'\RawData\*.tif']);
number_of_TIF_files = length(D(not([D.isdir])));
disp([' Total files loaded: ' num2str(number_of_TIF_files)]);
% Make the various folders
experiment_folder = strcat(default_output_folder,'\',run,'_',dt,'_',date);
experiment_folder = regexprep(experiment_folder,'\\','/');
if exist(experiment_folder) == 0
mkdir(experiment_folder);
end
mkdir(strcat(experiment_folder,'\'),'tif');
mkdir(strcat(experiment_folder,'\'),'fim');
mkdir(strcat(experiment_folder,'\'),'plt');
TifFolder = regexprep(strcat(experiment_folder,'\tif\'),'\\','/'); %
destination TIF folder
FimFolder = regexprep(strcat(experiment_folder,'\fim\'),'\\','/'); %
destination FIM folder
PltFolder = regexprep(strcat(experiment_folder,'\plt\'),'\\','/'); %
destination PLT folder
% Move data into tif folder
original_TIF_folder = strcat(data_folder_name,'\RawData\');
disp([' Moving image files to ' TifFolder]);
original_TIF_files = dir(fullfile(original_TIF_folder, '*.tif'));
f = waitbar(0,'Moving image files...');
for m = 1:number_of_TIF_files
movefile([original_TIF_folder original_TIF_files(m).name],TifFolder);
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waitbar(m/number_of_TIF_files,f,['Moving image files...(' num2str(m) '/'
num2str(number_of_TIF_files) ')']);
end
close(f);
% Remove Raw Data & Analysis Folder & run file
if exist(strcat(data_folder_name,'\Analysis')) == 7
rmdir(strcat(data_folder_name,'\Analysis'),'s');
end
if exist(strcat(data_folder_name,'\RawData')) == 7
rmdir(strcat(data_folder_name,'\RawData'),'s');
end
delete(strcat(data_folder_name,'\*.run'));
if exist(data_folder_name) == 7
rmdir(data_folder_name,'s');
end
% Rename Data
files = dir(fullfile(TifFolder, '*.tif'));
fileNames = {files.name};
disp(' Renaming image files...');
q = waitbar(0,'Renaming image files...');
for k = 1:number_of_TIF_files/2
if k < 10;
extrazeros = '00';
elseif k < 100;
extrazeros = '0';
else
extrazeros = '';
end
filePrefix_cr = strcat(prefix, '_', extrazeros, num2str(k));
if fast_mode == true
TIF_Renamer(k,fileNames,TifFolder,filePrefix_cr,files);
else
Length = length(fileNames{1,2*k-1});
movefile(fullfile(TifFolder, fileNames{2*k-1}), strcat(TifFolder,...
filePrefix_cr, files(2*k-1).name(Length-4:end))); % A images
Length = length(fileNames{1,2*k});
movefile(fullfile(TifFolder, fileNames{2*k}), strcat(TifFolder,...
filePrefix_cr, files(2*k).name(Length-4:end))); % B images
end
waitbar(k/(number_of_TIF_files/2),q,['Renaming image files...(' ...
num2str(k) '/' num2str(number_of_TIF_files/2) ')']);
end
close(q);
disp(' ...File renaming completed!');
% Convert TIF images from 16bit to 8bit
TIF_file_list = dir(fullfile([TifFolder '\*.TIF']));
TIF_files = {TIF_file_list.name};
disp(' Converting image files (16bit to 8bit)...');
t = waitbar(0,'Converting image files (16bit to 8bit)...');
for k = 1:number_of_TIF_files
TIF_file_path = [TifFolder TIF_files{k}];
TIF_16to8bit_Converter(TIF_file_path,0,'h');
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waitbar(k/number_of_TIF_files,t,['Converting image files (16bit to
8bit)...(' ...
num2str(k) '/' num2str(number_of_TIF_files) ')']);
end
close(t);
disp(' ...File conversion (16bit to 8bit) completed!');
%% Converting from tif to fim
disp(' Begining TIF to FIM conversion...');
disp([' Total images to convert = ' num2str(number_of_TIF_files)]);
inputFolder = strcat(TifFolder, prefix, '_');
outputFolder = strcat(FimFolder, prefix, '_');
inprefix = inputFolder;
outprefix = outputFolder;
startnum = 1;
endnum = number_of_TIF_files/2;
TIF_FIM_Convertor(startnum,endnum,inprefix,outprefix,'a','tif2fim'); % A
images
TIF_FIM_Convertor(startnum,endnum,inprefix,outprefix,'b','tif2fim'); % B
images
disp(' ...File conversion completed!');
%% Creating the Case File
% Build .cas file
casName =
Case_File_Builder(casetype,prefix,FimFolder,PltFolder,experiment_folder,numbe
r_of_TIF_files);
% Copy widim32.exe and create batch file
disp(' Copying widim32.exe to plane folder');
copyfile('widim32.exe',experiment_folder);
disp(' Creating batch file .bat)');
bat_file = strcat(experiment_folder, '\run_widim32.bat');
bat_fid = fopen(bat_file,'w+');
fprintf(bat_fid,'start cmd /k widim32 "%s"',casName);
fclose(bat_fid);
disp(' ');
MIJ.exit
disp('All processes have been completed!');
toc;
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PIV Post Processing and TecPlot File Creation
% Author: Amy Zeller, Shehan Jayasekera (gbj6142@rit.edu)
% Last modified: 10/07/2014
clear all;
clc;
disp('Post processing initiated...');
fail = false; % nothing has failed yet
auto_mode = false; % support for auto mode
default_folder = 'C:\PIV\';
experiment_folder = uigetdir(default_folder,...
'Select experiment folder where plt folder is stored (ie.
C:\PIV\In\r7\rpm3480_dt10_2014_10_17)');
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Prompts the user for the necessary input data
prompt = {'delta T (microseconds)','xview (mm)','data taken on (date) eg.
10/07/14'};
dlg_title = 'Input';
default = {'20','14.25',date};
properties = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,1,default);
dt = str2num(properties{1});
xview = str2num(properties{2})/1000;
% folders
TifFolder = strcat(experiment_folder,'\tif\'); % destination TIF folder
FimFolder = strcat(experiment_folder,'\fim\'); % destination FIM folder
PltFolder = strcat(experiment_folder,'\plt\'); % destination PLT folder
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------disp('Processing data...');
pause(1);
sequence = strcat(PltFolder, '\');
D = dir([sequence,'*.plt']);
Num = length(D(not([D.isdir])));
% Check if the folder chosen is empty
if Num == 0
fail = true;
disp('Folder is empty!!');
disp('Please re-run and make sure plt folder is not empty');
break
else
start = 1;
stop = Num;
if fail == true
disp(' ');
disp('Processing failed, please try again!');
disp('Please refer to processing instructions for help');
break
else
% Call the Statistic.m function to process the data
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% (fileloader.m is also required)
disp([' Running statistical analysis on data; Current xview = '
num2str(xview) ' m; dt = ' num2str(dt) ' us']);
Statistics(experiment_folder,PltFolder,sequence,start,stop,dt,xview);
end
end
disp(' ');
disp('Data processing completed!');
% End of processing
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Create log file with all input parameters
% log file will be stored in the default_folder directory
disp(' ');
disp('Creating log file...');
log_file_address = strcat(experiment_folder, '\data_processing_log.txt');
log_fid = fopen(log_file_address, 'w+');
fprintf(log_fid,'This is a log file for %s ...\n',default_folder);
fprintf(log_fid,['Data taken on ' properties{3} '\n']);
fprintf(log_fid,['Data processed on ' date '\n']);
fprintf(log_fid,'\nALL INPUT VARIABLES...');
fprintf(log_fid,['\n Dt (us) = ' num2str(dt)]);
fprintf(log_fid,['\n xview (mm) = ' num2str(xview*1000)]);
fclose(log_fid);
disp(' ');
disp('All processes have been completed!');
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PIV Dependencies
-Statistics.m% Note: This is not a standalone function.
%%
% *Please run PIV_Post_Processing.m*
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This function performs statistical analysis of a batch of PIV images. The
calculated quantities include mean velocities (umean and vmean),
root-mean-squared velocities (urms and vrms), Reynolds stresses (uv),
mean speeds (speed), number of quality vectors (count); vorticity (vort),
velocity skewness (uskew and vskew), and velocity kurtosis (ukurtosis and
v kurtosis). This version of the function is optimized for speed, and
processes roughly 5.8 vector fields per second.

function [avgFile,postfix,extension,width,height,header] =
Statistics(experiment_folder,PltFolder,sequence,start,stop,dt,xview)
% Load raw PIV data
[raw, depth] = fileloader(sequence,start,stop);
fprintf(1,' Processing series %s%s ... \n', sequence);
% File Information
postfix = '_avg';
extension = '.plt';
target = ['data' postfix extension];
avgFile = [experiment_folder '/' target]; % New output file address
disp(avgFile);
fid = fopen(avgFile, 'w+'); % Create output file for all variables (full data
set)
% Image Calibration
% Pixels in horizontal direction
xpixels = 1280;
% Pixels in vertical direction
ypixels = 1024;
% Determine Scaling Factors
scale_pixels2meters = xview/xpixels;
scale_meters2pixels = 1/scale_pixels2meters;
% Meters per pixel
dx = xview/xpixels;
dy = dx;
% Laser pulse spacing (seconds)
dt = dt/(10^6); % us to s
% Determine calibration constants to put velocity data in SI units
ucal = dx/dt;
vcal = dy/dt;
% Determine matrix size
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m = size(raw(:,:,1),1);
% n = size(raw(:,:,1),2) - 1;
% Populate position vectors
x_p = raw(:,1,1);
y_p = raw(:,2,1);
% Name other columns of raw data
u = ucal*raw(:,3,:);
v = vcal*raw(:,4,:);
info = raw(:,7,:);
% Create zero matrix for averaged values
umean_l = zeros(m,1);
vmean_l = zeros(m,1);
urms = zeros(m,1);
vrms = zeros(m,1);
speed_l = zeros(m,1);
uskew = zeros(m,1);
vskew = zeros(m,1);
ukurtosis = zeros(m,1);
vkurtosis = zeros(m,1);
count = zeros(m,1);
usum = zeros(m,1);
uv = zeros(m,1);
% map = zeros(max(y)/8, max(x)/16);
%-------------------------Statistical Calculations------------------------% Statistics
for i = 1:m;
for k = 1:depth
if info(i,k) > 10;
u(i,k) = 0;
v(i,k) = 0;
end
end
%

Count number of valid vectors
count(i) = length(nonzeros(u(i,:)));

if count(i) < 2;
umean_l(i) = 0;
vmean_l(i) = 0;
urms(i) = 0;
vrms(i) = 0;
uskew(i) = 0;
vskew(i) = 0;
ukurtosis(i) = 0;
vkurtosis(i) = 0;
else
%

Determine mean velocities
umean_l(i) = mean(nonzeros(u(i,:)));
vmean_l(i) = mean(nonzeros(v(i,:)));
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%

Determine standard deviations
urms(i) = std(nonzeros(u(i,:)));
vrms(i) = std(nonzeros(v(i,:)));

%

Determine mean speeds
speed_l(i) = sqrt(umean_l(i)^2 + vmean_l(i)^2);

%

Determine skewness
uskew(i) = skewness(nonzeros(u(i,:)));
vskew(i) = skewness(nonzeros(v(i,:)));

%

Determine Kurtosis
ukurtosis(i) = kurtosis(nonzeros(u(i,:)));
vkurtosis(i) = kurtosis(nonzeros(v(i,:)));
end

% Calculate Reynolds Stresses
for k = 1:depth;
if u(i,k) ~= 0;
%
Calculate Reynolds Stresses
usum(i) = usum(i) + ((u(i,k) - umean_l(i)) * (v(i,k) vmean_l(i)));
end
end
if count(i) > 1
uv(i) = usum(i)/count(i);
else
uv(i)=0;
end
end
% % Create 2-D velocity maps to be used by the "Curl" function to calculate
% % vorticity
% width = max(x)/xWinOverlap; %spacing in the x direction (xWinOverlap comes
from the case file)
% height = max(y)/yWinOverlap; %spacing in the y direction (yWinOverlap comes
from the case file)
width = max(x_p)/32; % get from casefile?
height = max(y_p)/32; % get from casefile?
umap = reshape(umean_l,width,height);
umap = umap';
vmap = reshape(vmean_l,width,height);
vmap = vmap';
% Calculate vorticity
vortmap = curl(umap,vmap);
% Put vorticity matrix back into vector form for compatibility with Tecplot
vort = reshape(vortmap',m,1);
% Calculate non-dimentionalized liquid velocities
uprime_l = umean_l/mean(umean_l);
vprime_l = vmean_l/mean(vmean_l);
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%------------------------------Conversions--------------------------------% Convert pixels to meters
x_m = x_p*scale_pixels2meters;
y_m = y_p*scale_pixels2meters;
% Convert pixels to milimeters
x_mm = x_p*scale_pixels2meters*1000;
y_mm = y_p*scale_pixels2meters*1000;
% Calculate particle displacement (liquid)
x_disp_l_pix = umean_l*dt*scale_meters2pixels; % horizontal liquid
displacement in pixel
y_disp_l_pix = vmean_l*dt*scale_meters2pixels; % vertical liquid displacement
in pixel
x_disp_l_mm = umean_l*dt*1000; % horizontal liquid displacement in mm
y_disp_l_mm = vmean_l*dt*1000; % vertical liquid displacement in mm
% Convert speed (m/s) to (pixels/s)
speed_l_pix = speed_l*scale_meters2pixels;
% Making zero z-column & zero w-column (velocity in z-dir)
z = zeros(width*height,1);
w = zeros(width*height,1);
%--------------------------Data File Creation-----------------------------%
% Full data set
% Write file header (3 lines)
fprintf(fid, 'TITLE="%s"\n',sequence);
header = 'VARIABLES="X (pixels)","Y (pixels)","Z (mm)","X (mm)","Y
(mm)","Umean_piv (m/s)","Vmean_piv
(m/s)","Uprime_piv","Vprime_piv","Urms","Vrms","W","uv","Speed_piv
(m/s)","Speed_piv (pixels/s)","X_disp_piv (pixel)","Y_disp_piv
(pixel)","X_disp_piv (mm)","Y_disp_piv (mm)","Count"\n';
fprintf(fid, header);
fprintf(fid, strcat('ZONE T="Velocity field", I=',int2str(width),'
J=',int2str(height),'\n'));
% Construct output data (full)
data =
[x_p,y_p,z,x_mm,y_mm,umean_l,vmean_l,uprime_l,vprime_l,urms,vrms,w,uv,speed_l
,speed_l_pix,x_disp_l_pix,y_disp_l_pix,x_disp_l_mm,y_disp_l_mm,count];
% Write data onto fid target text file
for i = 1:size(data,1);
for j = 1:size(data,2);
fprintf(fid, '%6.5f\t',data(i,j));
end
fprintf(fid, '\n');
end
fclose(fid);
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-Case_File_Builder.m% This function creates the case file used by widim32.exe. There are
% currently 3 pre-made case file types: A,B,C (B is the default)
function casName =
Case_File_Builder(casetype,prefix,FimFolder,PltFolder,plane_folder,number_of_
TIF_files)
switch casetype
case 'A'
% CASE FILE A ------------------------------------------------casName = strcat(prefix, 'A');
inFile = strcat(FimFolder,prefix,'_');
%image path and filename
root
imgStart = 1;
%first image to be processed
imgEnd = number_of_TIF_files/2;
%last image to be
processed
leftMargin = 1;
%left margin of cropping area
rightMargin = 1280;
%right margin of cropping area
bottomMargin = 1;
%bottom margin of cropping area
topMargin = 1024;
%top margin of cropping area
initXWinSize = 64;
%initial window pixel size in X
(horizontal)
initYWinSize = 64;
%initial window pixel size in Y
(vertical)
refinStep = 0;
%number of refinement steps
xWinOverlap = 32;
%window overlap along X (in pixels)
yWinOverlap = 32;
%window overlap along Y (in pixels)
xPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along X (mm)
yPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along Y (mm)
timeSeperation = 1.000000;
%time separation (ms)
%-----Processing_parameters*****
pp = 'no_raw';
%sets pixel precision if "raw"
spp = 'no_centroid';
%sets sub-pixel precision with centroid
scheme if "centroid"
sppg = 'gaussian';
%sets sub-pixel precision with gaussian
scheme if "gaussian"
sppw = 'no_whittaker';
%sets sub-pixel precision with whittaker
scheme if "whittaker"
srcX = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
X
srcY = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
Y
srwX = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along X
srwY = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along Y
numWhitIteration = 10;
%number of Whittaker iterations
numPeak = 3;
%number of peaks to consider
minPeak2PeakDist = 3;
%minimum peak-to-peak distance
outputFlag = 2;
%flag for output data
ccn = 'fft';
%cross correlation numerics. Values:
"fft" or "direct"
distortionFlag = 'y';
%flag for window distortion. Values: "y"
or "n"
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numIteration = 1;
%number of iteration for the distortion
at the most refined grid
%---Validation_procedure_parameters*****
validFlag = 'y';
%flag for enabling validation. Values:
"y" or "n"
medianThreshold = 0.50;
%median threshold
snThreshold = 1.50;
%S/N threshold
searchLimX = 4;
%search area limiter along X
searchLimY = 4;
%search area limiter along Y
smoothFilterRad = 1;
%smoothing filter radius
smoothFilterCoef = 1.00;
%smoothing filter coefficient (if<0.1 no
smooth is applied)
smoothLastField = 'n';
%Smooth last field. Values: "y" or "n"
%---------Output_parameters*****
outputFormat = 'tecplot';
%output format. Values: "tecplot" or
"general"
namingMode = 'auto';
%Naming modes. Values: "manual" or "auto"
outFile = PltFolder;
%output path and filename root
outCorMapFlag = 'no_map';
%flag for correlation map output. values
"no_map" or "map"
corX = 1;
%correlation map X-position
corY = 1;
%correlation map Y-position
%-------Optional_parameters*****
optFile = 'c:\usr\fulvio\images\re60_BC';
%boundary condition image
path and filename root
optFlag = 'disabled';
%flag to enable BC processing . Values:
"disabled" or "enabled"
numZone = 2;
%number of zones
uVelocity = 0.000000;
%U velocity
vVelocity = 0.000000;
%V velocity
case 'B'
% CASE FILE B ------------------------------------------------casName = strcat(prefix, 'B');
inFile = strcat(FimFolder,prefix,'_');
%image path and filename
root
imgStart = 1;
%first image to be processed
imgEnd = number_of_TIF_files/2;
%last image to be
processed
leftMargin = 1;
%left margin of cropping area
rightMargin = 1280;
%right margin of cropping area
bottomMargin = 1;
%bottom margin of cropping area
topMargin = 1024;
%top margin of cropping area
initXWinSize = 128;
%initial window pixel size in X
(horizontal)
initYWinSize = 128;
%initial window pixel size in Y
(vertical)
refinStep = 1;
%number of refinement steps
xWinOverlap = 32;
%window overlap along X (in pixels)
yWinOverlap = 32;
%window overlap along Y (in pixels)
xPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along X (mm)
yPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along Y (mm)
timeSeperation = 1.000000;
%time separation (ms)
%-----Processing_parameters*****
pp = 'no_raw';
%sets pixel precision if "raw"
spp = 'no_centroid';
%sets sub-pixel precision with centroid
scheme if "centroid"
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sppg = 'gaussian';
%sets sub-pixel precision with gaussian
scheme if "gaussian"
sppw = 'no_whittaker';
%sets sub-pixel precision with whittaker
scheme if "whittaker"
srcX = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
X
srcY = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
Y
srwX = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along X
srwY = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along Y
numWhitIteration = 10;
%number of Whittaker iterations
numPeak = 3;
%number of peaks to consider
minPeak2PeakDist = 3;
%minimum peak-to-peak distance
outputFlag = 2;
%flag for output data
ccn = 'fft';
%cross correlation numerics. Values:
"fft" or "direct"
distortionFlag = 'y';
%flag for window distortion. Values: "y"
or "n"
numIteration = 1;
%number of iteration for the distortion
at the most refined grid
%---Validation_procedure_parameters*****
validFlag = 'y';
%flag for enabling validation. Values:
"y" or "n"
medianThreshold = 0.50;
%median threshold
snThreshold = 1.50;
%S/N threshold
searchLimX = 4;
%search area limiter along X
searchLimY = 4;
%search area limiter along Y
smoothFilterRad = 1;
%smoothing filter radius
smoothFilterCoef = 1.00;
%smoothing filter coefficient (if<0.1 no
smooth is applied)
smoothLastField = 'n';
%Smooth last field. Values: "y" or "n"
%---------Output_parameters*****
outputFormat = 'tecplot';
%output format. Values: "tecplot" or
"general"
namingMode = 'auto';
%Naming modes. Values: "manual" or "auto"
outFile = PltFolder;
%output path and filename root
outCorMapFlag = 'no_map';
%flag for correlation map output. values
"no_map" or "map"
corX = 1;
%correlation map X-position
corY = 1;
%correlation map Y-position
%-------Optional_parameters*****
optFile = 'c:\usr\fulvio\images\re60_BC';
%boundary condition image
path and filename root
optFlag = 'disabled';
%flag to enable BC processing . Values:
"disabled" or "enabled"
numZone = 2;
%number of zones
uVelocity = 0.000000;
%U velocity
vVelocity = 0.000000;
%V velocity
case 'C'
% CASE FILE C ------------------------------------------------casName = strcat(prefix, 'C');
inFile = strcat(FimFolder,prefix,'_');
%image path and filename
root
imgStart = 1;

%first image to be processed
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imgEnd = number_of_TIF_files/2;
%last image to be
processed
leftMargin = 1;
%left margin of cropping area
rightMargin = 1280;
%right margin of cropping area
bottomMargin = 1;
%bottom margin of cropping area
topMargin = 1024;
%top margin of cropping area
initXWinSize = 128;
%initial window pixel size in X
(horizontal)
initYWinSize = 256;
%initial window pixel size in Y
(vertical)
refinStep = 1;
%number of refinement steps
xWinOverlap = 32;
%window overlap along X (in pixels)
yWinOverlap = 64;
%window overlap along Y (in pixels)
xPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along X (mm)
yPixelDim = 1.000000;
%pixel dimension along Y (mm)
timeSeperation = 1.000000;
%time separation (ms)
%-----Processing_parameters*****
pp = 'no_raw';
%sets pixel precision if "raw"
spp = 'no_centroid';
%sets sub-pixel precision with centroid
scheme if "centroid"
sppg = 'gaussian';
%sets sub-pixel precision with gaussian
scheme if "gaussian"
sppw = 'no_whittaker';
%sets sub-pixel precision with whittaker
scheme if "whittaker"
srcX = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
X
srcY = 3;
%stencil radius for centroid scheme along
Y
srwX = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along X
srwY = 3;
%stencil radius for Whittaker scheme
along Y
numWhitIteration = 10;
%number of Whittaker iterations
numPeak = 3;
%number of peaks to consider
minPeak2PeakDist = 3;
%minimum peak-to-peak distance
outputFlag = 2;
%flag for output data
ccn = 'fft';
%cross correlation numerics. Values:
"fft" or "direct"
distortionFlag = 'y';
%flag for window distortion. Values: "y"
or "n"
numIteration = 1;
%number of iteration for the distortion
at the most refined grid
%---Validation_procedure_parameters*****
validFlag = 'y';
%flag for enabling validation. Values:
"y" or "n"
medianThreshold = 0.50;
%median threshold
snThreshold = 1.50;
%S/N threshold
searchLimX = 4;
%search area limiter along X
searchLimY = 4;
%search area limiter along Y
smoothFilterRad = 1;
%smoothing filter radius
smoothFilterCoef = 1.00;
%smoothing filter coefficient (if<0.1 no
smooth is applied)
smoothLastField = 'n';
%Smooth last field. Values: "y" or "n"
%---------Output_parameters*****
outputFormat = 'tecplot';
%output format. Values: "tecplot" or
"general"
namingMode = 'auto';
%Naming modes. Values: "manual" or "auto"
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outFile = PltFolder;
%output path and filename root
outCorMapFlag = 'no_map';
%flag for correlation map output. values
"no_map" or "map"
corX = 1;
%correlation map X-position
corY = 1;
%correlation map Y-position
%-------Optional_parameters*****
optFile = 'c:\usr\fulvio\images\re60_BC';
%boundary condition image
path and filename root
optFlag = 'disabled';
%flag to enable BC processing . Values:
"disabled" or "enabled"
numZone = 2;
%number of zones
uVelocity = 0.000000;
%U velocity
vVelocity = 0.000000;
%V velocity
otherwise
disp('No case type chosen; The default case type (B) will be used');
casName =
Case_File_Builder('B',prefix,FimFolder,PltFolder,plane_folder,number_of_TIF_f
iles);
end
%% Creating the Case File
%----Write .cas file
case_file_name = strcat(casName,'.cas');
disp([' Building case file ' case_file_name '...']);
cas_fid = fopen(strcat(plane_folder, '\', case_file_name),'w+');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n','*****Picture_parameters*****');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',strcat(FimFolder, prefix, '_'));
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',imgStart);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',imgEnd);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',leftMargin);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',rightMargin);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',bottomMargin);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',topMargin);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',initXWinSize);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',initYWinSize);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',refinStep);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',xWinOverlap);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',yWinOverlap);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',xPixelDim);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',yPixelDim);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',timeSeperation);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n','*****Processing_parameters*****');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',pp);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',spp);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',sppg);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',sppw);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',srcX);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',srcY);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',srwX);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',srwY);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',numWhitIteration);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',numPeak);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',minPeak2PeakDist);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',outputFlag);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',ccn);
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fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',distortionFlag);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',numIteration);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n','*****Validation_procedure_parameters*****');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',validFlag);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%g\n',medianThreshold);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%g\n',snThreshold);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',searchLimX);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',searchLimY);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',smoothFilterRad);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',smoothFilterCoef);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',smoothLastField);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n','*****Output_parameters*****');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',outputFormat);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',namingMode);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',strcat(outFile, casName));
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',outCorMapFlag);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',corX);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',corY);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n','*****Optional_parameters*****');
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',optFile);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%s\n',optFlag);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',numZone);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',uVelocity);
fprintf(cas_fid,'%d\n',vVelocity);
fclose(cas_fid);
disp([' Case file located at: ' plane_folder]);
end
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-fileloader.m% FILELOADER Vector File Loader.
%
fileloader(sequence,series,start,stop) = [data depth]
%
Loads a series of PIV vector files for statistical analysis by
%
the function statistics_speed
%
%
INPUT
%
%
sequence = directory in which vector files are located.
%
series = prefix of vector series files.
%
start = number designating initial vector file.
%
stop = number designating final vector file
%
%
OUTPUT
%
%
data = M-by-N-by-K array of vector data
%
M = total number of PIV interrogation regions in each vector file
%
N = number of variables output by PIV processing code
%
K = number of vector files to be processed
%
%
depth = number of vectors files to be processed
%
%
See also dlmread
%
function [data, depth] = fileloader(sequence,start,stop)
D = dir([sequence,'*.plt']);
for a = start:stop
series(a,1) = extractfield(D(a,1), 'name');
filepath(a,:) = strcat(sequence, series(a,1));
end
depth = stop - start + 1;
raw = dlmread(char(filepath(1,:)),' ',3,0);
[rawr, rawc] = size(raw);
data = zeros(rawr, rawc, depth);
h = waitbar(0,'Loading vector files...'); % open waitbar
for k = 1:depth;
data(:,:,k) = dlmread(char(filepath(k,:)),' ',3,0);
waitbar(k/depth,h,['Loading vector files...(' num2str(k) '/'
num2str(depth) ')']); % update waitbar
end
close(h); % close waitbar
end
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-TIF_16to8bit_Converter.m%-----------------------------Description---------------------------------% This is not a standalone function. This function is called from
% PIV_Processing.m
% This function uses ImageJ's API to perform image processing, namely image
% flipping and 16bit to 8bit conversion. In its current state, this
% function processes images in an image by image basis. This function could
% be modified to run in a batch manner but was not done so in favor of
% waitbar progress tracking which can only be done if processing is in an
% image by image basis.
%-----------------------------Installation--------------------------------% 1. Put the ij.jar (ImageJ) in the folder java of Matlab (get from ImageJ
% folder)
% 2. Put the MIJ.class (MIJ) in the folder java of Matlab (get from
% http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/mij/)
%
% javaaddpath('C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2013b\java\jar\mij.jar');
% javaaddpath('C:\Program Files\MATLAB\R2013b\java\jar\ij.jar');
%
% MIJ needs to be started, this can be done running the following command:
% MIJ.start
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------function TIF_16to8bit_Converter(TIF_file_path,isFlipped,flipType)
MIJ.run('Open...', ['path=[' TIF_file_path ']']);
if isFlipped == true
switch flipType
case 'h'
MIJ.run('Flip Horizontally');
case 'v'
MIJ.run('Flip Vertically');
end
end
MIJ.run('8-bit');
MIJ.run('Save');
MIJ.run('Close');
end

-TIF_Renamer.mfunction TIF_Renamer(k,fileNames,TifFolder,filePrefix_cr,files)
Length = length(fileNames{1,2*k-1});
java.io.File(fullfile(TifFolder, fileNames{2*k-1})).renameTo...
(java.io.File(strcat(TifFolder, filePrefix_cr, files(2*k1).name(Length-4:end))));
Length = length(fileNames{1,2*k});
java.io.File(fullfile(TifFolder, fileNames{2*k})).renameTo...
(java.io.File(strcat(TifFolder, filePrefix_cr,
files(2*k).name(Length-4:end))));
end
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-TIF_Fim_Convertor.m%
%
%
%
%
%
%

----------------------------------------------------Program: fim <-> tif
Authors: I. Dias & F. Scarano
Date: 3.09.97
Task: Performs conversion of fim to tiff images
and vice versa
-----------------------------------------------------

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

function TIF_FIM_Convertor(startnum,endnum,inprefix,outprefix,postfix,option)
h = waitbar(0,['Converting ' option ' (' postfix ')...']);
for i = startnum:endnum;
if i < 10;
extrazeros = '00';
elseif i<100;
extrazeros = '0';
else
extrazeros = '';
end
inname = [inprefix extrazeros num2str(i) postfix ];
outname = [outprefix extrazeros num2str(i) postfix ];
switch option
case 'fim2tif' % FIM --> TIF
filename = [inname '.fim'];
fid = fopen(filename);
lixo = fread(fid,[1 12],'uchar');
ncol = hex2dec(fread(fid,[1 4],'uchar'));
nlin = hex2dec(fread(fid,[1 4],'uchar'));
cc = 20;
lixo2 = 0;
while lixo2 ~= 13
cc = cc + 1;
lixo2 = fread(fid,1,'uchar');
end
matrix = fread(fid,[ncol+1 nlin],'uchar');
matrix1 = matrix(1:ncol,:);
matrix2 = uint8(matrix1');
fclose(fid);
image(matrix2)
colormap(gray(256))
outname = [outname '.tif'];
imwrite(matrix2,outname,'tif');
close;
case 'tif2fim' % TIF --> FIM
filename = [inname '.tif'];
matrix = imread(filename);
outname = [outname '.fim'];
numcolrow = size(matrix)';
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numrow
numcol
strlin
strcol

=
=
=
=

numcolrow(1);
numcolrow(2);
num2str(dec2hex(numrow));
num2str(dec2hex(numcol));

matrix1 = [matrix 13*ones(numrow,1)];
if numcol<16
zcol='000';
end
if (numcol > 16) & (numcol < 256)
zcol='00';
end
if (numcol > 256) & (numcol < 4096)
zcol='0';
end
if numrow<16
zlin='000';
end
if (numrow > 16) & (numrow < 256)
zlin='00';
end
if (numrow > 256) & (numrow < 4096)
zlin='0';
end
fid = fopen(eval('outname'),'w+b');
fprintf(fid,'%s%s%s%s','LBIC00000000',zcol,strcol,zlin,strlin);
fprintf(fid,'%107c',' ');
fprintf(fid,'%c',13);
fwrite(fid,(double(matrix1))','uint8');
clear matrix;
clear matrix1;
fclose(fid);
end
waitbar(i/endnum,h,['Converting ' option ' (' postfix ')...(' num2str(i)
'/' num2str(endnum) ')']);
end
close(h);
end
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Appendix B – Supplemental CVV File Processing MatLab Code
Velocity Profile Creation
% Reads in .CVV file, converts from RGB scale to velocity scale, and
% exports velocity profile to excel file
%******ASSUMES IMAGING AT 45 DEGREES TO FLOW DIRECTION********
% Clearing the environment
clc
clear
close all
[D_File, D_Folder] = uigetfile('*.cvv', 'Select The CVV Data
File','C:\Users\aaa5532\Desktop\Ultrasound Data');
D_File_Dir = fullfile(D_Folder, D_File);
% Defining Boundaries to narrow view.
% Run ShowMeCVV first to identify boundaries.
prompt = {'Left Boundary','Right Boundary','Top Boundary','Bottom
Boundary',...
'Ultrasound Depth (cm)', 'A or T?'};
dlg_title = 'Define Boundaries';
num_lines = 1;
default = {'58','582','1','480','3.5','T'};
input = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,default);
if isempty(input) == true
disp('cancel')
MIJ.exit;
break;
end
AoT = (input{6});
tf = strcmpi(AoT,'A');
if tf == 1
AoTmult = 1;
else
AoTmult = -1;
end
LBound = str2double(input{1});
RBound = str2double(input{2});
TBound = str2double(input{3});
BBound = str2double(input{4});
USDepth = str2double(input{5})/100; %meters
BWDepth = (16.97+6.26)/1000; %Back Wall Depth meters
%Identify start pixel for velocity profile(bottom left corner of visible flow
loop)
StartPix = round((BWDepth/USDepth)*(BBound-TBound + 1));
%Identify end pixel for velocity profile
%Tube Diameter
TD = 0.012; %meters
TDA = TD*sin((pi/4));
Increment = round((TDA/USDepth)*(BBound-TBound + 1));
EndPix(1,1) = Increment;
EndPix(1,2) = StartPix-Increment;
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[Data, Header] = RPread(D_File_Dir, '6.0.3');
%Remove Variance Data
SizeD = size(Data);
HalfData = zeros(SizeD(1), SizeD(2)/2, SizeD(3));
for f = 1:SizeD(3)
for g = 1:SizeD(1)
for h = 1:(SizeD(2)/2)
HalfData(g,h,f) = Data(g,h,f);
end
end
end
% Remove excess pixellation from Data
NewData = zeros((BBound-TBound),(RBound-LBound),SizeD(1,3));
for i = 1:SizeD(1,3)
for k = TBound:BBound
for j = LBound:RBound
NewData((k - TBound + 1),(j - LBound + 1), i) = HalfData(k,j,i);
end
end
end
%Create Velocity Profile
SizeN = size(NewData);
velScal = Header.dr * 1540 / (4 * Header.txf);
VelocityVal = zeros([size(NewData)]);
for f = 1:SizeN(3)
VelocityVal(:,:,f) = ((NewData(:,:,f)/255 - 0.5)*2*velScal);
end
VelocityProfile = zeros(1,Increment);
for f = 1:SizeN(3)
for g = 1:Increment
VelocityProfile(1,g) = VelocityProfile(1,g) +
VelocityVal(StartPix -(g-1),g,f);
end
end
VelocityProfile(:,:) = VelocityProfile(:,:)/(SizeN(3));
VelocityProfile(:,:) = VelocityProfile(:,:)*AoTmult;
% Plotting First Frame and Velocity Profile
figure('Name', 'First Frame Color Flow', 'NumberTitle', 'off');
Data1 = NewData(:,:,1);
imagesc(Data1);
colormap('jet');
title('First Frame Color Flow');
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hold on
SizeV = size(VelocityProfile);
DAxes = 0:(SizeV(2) - 1);
DAxes(:,:) = ((DAxes(:,:)/(SizeV(2) - 1) - 0.5)*TD);
figure('Name', 'Average Velocity Profile', 'NumberTitle', 'off');
plot(DAxes, VelocityProfile);
title('Average Velocity Profile');
xlabel('Tube Location (m)');
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)');
% Export to Excel File
VelGraph = [VelocityProfile; DAxes];
prompt = {'Y or N?', 'File Name'};
dlg_title = 'Export to Excel File?';
num_lines = 1;
%Change name based on file type
default = {'Y','RegPR'};
input2 = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,default);
if isempty(input) == true
disp('cancel')
MIJ.exit;
break;
end
YoN = (input2{1});
filename1 = input2{2};
tf = strcmpi(YoN,'N');
if tf == 1
disp('Didnt Write to Excel')
else
fileext = strcat(filename1,'.xlsx');
filename = strcat(D_Folder, fileext);
xlswrite(filename,VelGraph);
disp('File Saved');
end
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RMS of Variance Calculation
% Reads in .CVV file, converts from RGB scale to velocity scale, calculates
% mean velocity, and exports RMS of variance (1 standard deviation) at each
% location to an Excel File.
%******ASSUMES IMAGING AT 45 DEGREES TO FLOW DIRECTION********
% Clearing the environment
% Clearing the environment
clc
clear
close all
[D_File, D_Folder] = uigetfile('*.cvv', 'Select The CVV Data
File','C:\Users\aaa5532\Desktop\Ultrasound Data');
D_File_Dir = fullfile(D_Folder, D_File);
% Defining Boundaries to narrow view.
% Run ShowMeCVV first to identify boundaries.
prompt = {'Left Boundary','Right Boundary','Top Boundary','Bottom
Boundary',...
'Ultrasound Depth (cm)'};
dlg_title = 'Define Boundaries';
num_lines = 1;
default = {'58','582','1','480','3.5',};
input = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,default);
if isempty(input) == true
disp('cancel')
MIJ.exit;
break;
end
LBound = str2double(input{1});
RBound = str2double(input{2});
TBound = str2double(input{3});
BBound = str2double(input{4});
USDepth = str2double(input{5})/100; %meters
BWDepth = (16.97+6.26)/1000; %Back Wall Depth meters
%Identify start pixel for velocity profile(bottom left corner of visible flow
loop)
StartPix = round((BWDepth/USDepth)*(BBound-TBound + 1));
%Identify end pixel for velocity profile
%Tube Diameter
TD = 0.012; %meters
TDA = TD*sin((pi/4));
Increment = round((TDA/USDepth)*(BBound-TBound + 1));
EndPix(1,1) = Increment;
EndPix(1,2) = StartPix-Increment;
StartPix = 255;
Increment = 100;
[Data, Header] = RPread(D_File_Dir, '6.0.3');
%Remove Variance Data
SizeD = size(Data);
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HalfData = zeros(SizeD(1), SizeD(2)/2, SizeD(3));
for f = 1:SizeD(3)
for g = 1:SizeD(1)
for h = 1:(SizeD(2)/2)
HalfData(g,h,f) = Data(g,h,f);
end
end
end
% Remove excess pixellation from Data
NewData = zeros((BBound-TBound),(RBound-LBound),SizeD(1,3));
for i = 1:SizeD(1,3)
for k = TBound:BBound
for j = LBound:RBound
NewData((k - TBound + 1),(j - LBound + 1), i) = HalfData(k,j,i);
end
end
end
%Create Velocity Profile
SizeN = size(NewData);
velScal = Header.dr * 1540 / (4 * Header.txf);
VelocityVal = zeros([size(NewData)]);
for f = 1:SizeN(3)
VelocityVal(:,:,f) = ((NewData(:,:,f)/255 - 0.5)*2*velScal);
end
VelocityProfile = zeros(SizeN(3),Increment);
for f = 1:SizeN(3)
for g = 1:Increment
VelocityProfile(f,g) = VelocityProfile(f,g) +
VelocityVal(StartPix -(g-1),g,f);
end
end
VRMS = std(VelocityProfile, 0, 1);
SizeV = size(VelocityProfile);
DAxes = 0:(SizeV(2) - 1);
DAxes(:,:) = ((DAxes(:,:)/(SizeV(2) - 1) - 0.5)*TD);
% Export to Excel File
VelGraph = [VRMS; DAxes];
prompt = {'Y or N?', 'File Name'};
dlg_title = 'Export to Excel File?';
num_lines = 1;
% Change name based on file type.
default = {'Y','LowRMS'};
input2 = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,default);
if isempty(input) == true
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disp('cancel')
MIJ.exit;
break;
end
YoN = (input2{1});
filename1 = input2{2};
tf = strcmpi(YoN,'N');
if tf == 1
disp('Didnt Write to Excel')
else
fileext = strcat(filename1,'.xlsx');
filename = strcat(D_Folder, fileext);
xlswrite(filename,VelGraph);
disp('File Saved');
end
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CVV Processing Dependencies
The following scripts are the intellectual property of the Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, and are
available within their software library.
-plot_SonixRP.m-plot_VelocityVariance.m-RPread.m-RPviewrf.m-mirror.m-ShowMeCVV.m-
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